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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTICaj
Rationale»~-Prlor to 1951-1932, in Greanrille County, South Carolina,
the educational program was operated under three different systems •
Greenville Coxmty, Greenville City and Parker District, each with its own
superintendent. After eonsiderahle effort, the entire voting oitizenry
voted for and won approval for the present unified plan for the eduoational
program for,the county. This new plan provided for an over-all county-wide
educational program with one superintendent. The Covmty was divided into
three administration areas. For the Negro elementary school, a supervisor
of elementa]*y instruction was assigned to each area.
The writer was assigned to Area I, where fifty-one elementary teachers
were employed and 1631 elementary pupils were enrolled in 1952-1953. Since
the reorganized and unified plan was new and the writer was also seizing
in the new capacity of supervisor of elementary instruction, it seemed
advisable that a study of the training and other factors relating to the
teaching-personnel be made in order that the program for supervision of ele¬
mentary instruction could be developed on a sound factual basis. No previous
study had been made of the teaching-personnel of Area I of Greenville County,
and no similar study had been made in any of the other areas. It was,
therefore, believed that such a study could serve a two-fold purpose, naaiely,
(l) to lay the foundation for developing an in-service program and (2) to
make a contribution to the literature of the field.
1
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Statement of ProTalepi.*—The problem involved in this study was to ascer¬
tain the sooio-eoonomio status, professional preparation, num'oer of years
of teaching, personality adjustment, and teaching proficiency of the fifty-
one teachers employed in ihe elementary schools serving Negroes in Area 1,
Greenville County, South Carolina, for the school year 1952-1955,
Purpose of the Study,—Ihe purpose of this study was embodied in the
following questions regarding the fifty-one teachers of Area I of Greenville
County, South Carolina*
1, TShat type of preparation constitutes the background training
of these teachers?
2, Where did the teachers receive their high school, undergraduate,
and graduate training?
3, YJhat type of teaching certificate are held by these teachers?
4, What is the range of salaries earned by ihese teachers?
5, What is the teaching proficiency of the teachers as measured
by the Purdue Teacher Bxaiuination - "How I Teach?"
6, What is the teaching proficiency of these teachers as measured
by the performance of fourth and sixth grade pupils on the
Stanford Achievement Test, Intermediate Language Arts Form Ei.,
Intermediate Arithmetic Form Ek?
7, Yifhat are the personality traits of these teachers as measured by
the California Test of Personality, Adult Form A?
8, What is the extent of membership of these teachers in professional
organ!nations ?
9, What is the extent and kind of professional literature read by
these teachers?
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10. THhat are the soeiooeoonoioio hackgrounds of -Hiese t eachers?
11* What is the average number of years ifhich these teachers have
taught?
Definition of Terms*—’Ihe various technical terms used in this study-
are defined as followsi
1* Professional preparation as used in this study refers to t he
high school* college* and graduate training of -the fifty>»one
teachers*
2. Personality Traits as used in this study refers -to thecbility
of -the teachers to meet -their personal and social problems* the
a-btitudes toward -their work and the manner in which they get
along with others as measured by the California Tests of
Personali-ty*
3* Teaching Proficiency refers to the probable teaching effective¬
ness in the Teaching-Learning Situation as measured by -the
Purdue Teachers' Examination* How I Teach; and -the implied teach¬
ing effectiveness in the Teaching-Learning Situation in -terms of
the school accomplishment of pupils as measured by -the Stanford
Achievement Test*
Locale of S-tudy*—Green-yille Coun-by ranks -third auiong the counties of
South Carolina* wl-th a population of 58*161 people*^ It is widely known by
the Parker District school system as well as -the textile eenter of the South*
From the oooupational s-tandpoint other than working in mills* the majori-ty
of the people in ihe rural area are engaged in diversified farming cmd peaoh
United States Depar-bment of Commerce* Bureau of Caasua* Washington*
D*C** 1950*
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growing. With the children doing a large part of the labor on ■the fame
for both self employed and tenant farming. This -tadces a BAjor part of the
children'8 school time. Prior ■to 1952ol953 a number of dis^triets provided
"lay-ly school programs" to try to meet ■the educational needs of the ehildroi,
Suoh school programs exist now but to a very somll extont.
Since 'the oounty is operating under a unit plan and still in the prooess
of oonsolidatim of the smaller sohools and transporting ■these children to
larger sohools that ha're been operating on a straight nine-BUinths plsux, a
great need has surisen for a well plaumed school program. Due to the previous
experienoes of the children in ■&€ "lay-by sohools,” the piresent experiences
in ■the sohools with straight nine-mon'ths sessions, and the <^i]d labor S'till
needed on the farms both fall end spring, there has arisen a need for well
trained teachers to plan and exeou'ts a good educational program on the ele-
men'tary le'vel.
Method of Research.—The Normative-Survey method of researoh was used in
gathering, presentation, and interpre'tation of the data necessary to conduct
this research, •
Subjeots and Matorlals,—The subjects and instx*ument8 involved in this
s'tudy were as follows!
A, Subjects I First, ■the county co-ordinator of the Division of In-
S'truotional Services, Director of Curriculum and Personnel,
and the Coordinator of the Supervisory S'taff,
B Second, ■toe fifty-one elementary teachers employed in the Negro
Sohools of Area I, Hreenville County, South Carolina, for the
sohool year, 1952-1953 and 148 fourth grade and 154 sixto grade
children who were enrolled in toe elementaiT- sohools of the
County for the sohool year, 1952-1953,
B, Matorialst A specifically designed questionnaire-checklist perti¬
nent to toe needed da'ta, records, and s'tandardized tests for both
teachers and pupils were administered during the sohool year,
1952-1953.
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Source of Data«--»Ihe data for this research were gathered from the fol¬
lowing sources: qualifications for teachers oertifioatesi State-Aid Salary
Schedule} records from the office of the County Superintendent of Schools
for the school year of 1952-1953; and the scores obtained on the Stanford
Achievement Test and the California Test of Personality and Purdue Teachers
Examinations administered to the pupils and teachers respectively in the
Greenville County Schools*
Description of Instruments*—i3ae major instruments idvich were used to
gather the data for this study are briefly characterised below*
The questionnaire used was designed to gather specific information per¬
tinent to the socio-economic background and professional status of the
fifty-one elementary school teachers who constituted one segcient of the sub¬
jects of this research*
The personality backdrop of the teachers was measured throu^ the ad¬
ministration of the California Test of Personality.^ This tost of personali¬
ty has been designed to idoitlfy and reveal the status of such persoimlity
factors as "Self-Adjustment," "Social-Adjustment," and "Total Adjustment"
of the individual*
The "teaching efficiency" of the,teachers was measured— in the first
instcunce—through the administration of the Purdue Teachers Exaiminatloat "How
1 Teach." This test is designed to throw valuable light on, at least,
some of the pertinent factors related to the adequacy of Ihe teacher's In¬
sight into such factors as "Teaching-Practices," "Opinions on educational
theory euid practice," and "Factual Items in the Operative Teaching-Learning
Ernest W, Tiegs, Willis W, Clark, and Louis P. Thorpe, California
Tests of Personality, (Los Angeles, California, 1950).
^Ida B, Kelley end Keith J, Perkins. Purdue Teaches Examination:
"How 1 Teach." Form A, (Minneapolis, 1952)^ ~
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Situation^”
Hi* "teaching efficiency" of the fifty-one Segro elementary schools
teachers of Area I, Greenville County, South Carolina, was measui^d—in
the second instance—through the administration of the Stanford Achieve¬
ment Test, Intermediate Language Arts, Form and the Stanford Achievement
2
T;st, Intermediate Arithmetic, Form Em, to the 14S fourth-grade pupils and
the 154 sixth-grade pupils enrolled in the elementary schools of Area I,
Greenville County, South Carolina, 1952-1953, These tests are designed to
survey accomplishment in the fimdamental skills such as paragraph-^i^aeaning,
«ord<^eaniag, language-usage, spelling, arithmetic computation and ariidiffie-
tio reasoning*
Procedure*—The procedural steps used in conducting this research are
outlined belovt
1* The related literature pertinent to the purposes of this research
was reviewed, sunmarised, abstracted, and significant excerpts
thereof presented under the proper caption in the thesis copy.
2* All of the subjects, to witt school offioials, school principals,
classroom teachers, and pupils were acquainted with the nature
and purpose of the projected research, in the endeavor to obtain
their fullest cooperation in the donduot of the study.
3* A questionnaire was specifically designed, validated, and ad¬
ministered to all of the fifty-one Negro elementary school
teachers in Area I, Greenville County, Souidi Carolina, in order
to obtain pertinent information about the sooio-soonomio back¬
ground and professional status of the teachers.
4, The records in the office of the superintendent of schools were
used to obtain additional and verifying information as found
neeessaiy to idle a oouraoy of the data gathered.
^Truman L. Kelley, Giles M. Ruoh, and Lewis M. Terman, Stanford
Aohlavement Test, Intermediate Language Arts-Form Em, (Nsw York, 1942),
^Truitan L* Kelly, Giles k, Ruoh, and Lewis !is, Teriran, Standard
Achievement Test, Intermediate Arithmetic-Form Em, (New York, 1942),
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5* The following tests were adirdnistered to the fifty-one Negro
eloEientary school teachers of Area 1, Greenville County, South
Carolina, 1952-1953i
a. The California Test of Personality, Adult Series, Form A*
h. The Purdue Teachers Examination» '’How I Teach," Form A.
6. The following tests wore administered to 148 fourth-grade pupils
and -the 154 sixth-grade pupils in Area 1, Greenville Coun-ty^
South Carolina, 1952-1953,
a, Stanford Achievement Test, Intermediate Language Arts, Fora Em
b. Stanford Achievement Test, Intermediate Arithmetic, Form Em.
7. The da-fca derived from the questionnaire and -the testing program were
Assembled into appropriate Tables which were statistically treated
as determined by the na-ture and purposes of the research,
8. The Findings, Implications, Conclusions, and Reoominendations
derived from the analysis and interpretation of the data were
formulated eind are to be found as generalised s-tatemen-ts in the
thesis copy.
Related Literature,—There have been few s-tudies conducted in the field
of teacher-status as it relates to student progress in Negro schools at
either -the elementary or secondary levels. Most of the s-tudies have dealt
wi-th teaoher-status or pupil aohievement as single and separate factors ra-ther
than as relationed fao-bors. Most of the studies of teaoher-sta-bus have
dealt with the problem of teaoher training facilities in colleges, normal
training institutions and normal -training high schools serving the Negro raco,
0-ther studies of teaoher-sta-tus have dealt wi-th sooio-economie factors and
professional training and experienoe. The literaturo in the area of aohiovo-
ment test performance at the elemwatary and high sohool levels is voluminous.
Any a-ttenpt to present and interpret all the findings of others relative
to the subject might well be a sizeable undertaking within itself for a
separate thesis. Hence, it is possible and sufficient for this study to
present a number of typical studios and points-of-viow relating to achieve¬
ment test performance pertinent to this s-tudy. The litera-ture has been re¬
viewed under three headings, namely, (l) Sta-tus of Teachers, (2) Teaoher
8
Effioienoy and Effectivenes8, and (3) AchieTement Test Perforaance of Pupils
at selected Grade Levels.
Status of Teaohers»-»~There have been several significant state-wide
studies of Negro teachers during the past twenty-five years. Among those
1 2 %
may ho mentioned studies in Louisiana, Mississippi, Kentucky,* liVost
t 6
Virginia,'* Tennessee,'' and North Carolina, These studies have, in the main,
dealt with (a) subject-field combinations, (b) salaries of teachers, (c)
supply and demand ratio of Negro teachers, (d) academic and professional
preparation of teachers, (e) teaching experience and tenure of teachers,
(f) socio-econcanio backgrotuad of teachers, and (g) the professional and
civic particitmtory activities of teachers.
Viashington made a study of some personality traits, adjustment, and
educational aptitudes of 168 Negro teachers of Aiken County, South Carolina
in 1948. She administered five instruments to the 163 subjects} these
1 _
Jane B. McAllister, Training of Negro teachers in Louisiana," Doctor’s
Dissertation, 1929, Teachers College, Columbia University,
2
Mississippi State Superintendent of Eklucation, Ccxnmlttee of Investiga¬
tion of Teacher-Training Facilities for Negroes in Mississippi, (Eeport),
Jackson, Mississippi, September, 1930,
C, Russell, "The Training of the Teachers in the Colored High
Schools of Kentucky," Unpublished Master’s Thesis, 1928, University of
Cincinnati,
P, Saundle, "The Preparation and Professional Training of the Negro
Hl^ Sdiool Teatdters in West Virginia," Unpublished Master’s thesis, 1928,
University of Cinoiniiati.
“George W. Gore, Jr., "A Study of the Negro teachers of Tennessee,"
Doctor’s Disservation, 1938, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York,
g
Laurence B. Boyd, "A Study of the Personnel of the Public Secondary
Schools of the State of North Carolina," Dootor’s thesis, 1938, State Uni¬
versity of Iowa, Icwa City, Iowa.
^Justine iNilkinson Washington, "A Study of Some Personality Traits,
Adjustment, and Bduoational Aptitudes of 168 Negro Tesohers in Aiken County,
South Carolina," Unpublished Master’s thesis, Atlanta University, 1948,
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included the Bernreuter Persoaality Inventory, A Study of Values by Allport
and Vernon, Bell's AdjTisiznent Inventory, Stanford Educational Aptitude
Test, and the Uoss Teaching Aptitude Test,
•Washington,^ susasarises her research as follo9<rsi
According to the mean scores for the group, the trait of dominance*
subnission ranks first and self*6uffieienoy, sociability, introversion*
extraversion, confidence in oneself, and neurotic tendency follcwi
in the order named. The hi^ score for dofflinanee*8ubmis8ion indicates
that the teachers have a tendency to dominate others in face*to*faoo
situations. The lo* score for 8elf*8ufficiency shone that the group tends
to dislike solitude and often seeks advice and enoourageioent. The
group has a tendency to be extroverted which means they are sociable
and gregarious. The group does not seem to have feelings of inferiority,
instead, it shews a tendency to be wholesomely self*oonfident and very
well adjusted to its environment. The Icnv mean score for the trait
of neurotic tendency shows that the group tends to be well balanced
emotionally. The men group and women group fall into the same category
as the total group of subjects. The only significant sex difference
was in the trait of introver8ion*extraver8ion which was in favor of the
men.
The total group is more interested in the "religious value" and
least interested in the "aesthetic value,",,. The home "adjustment
status" and "health adjustment" as revealed by the Bell's Adjustment
Inventory was satisfactory, ••.scores point in the direction of
teaching ability ••• there was no significant difference between
any of the three teaching abilities...and there was no significarfc
sex difference between tdie abilities for the two groups. According
to Moss Teaching Aptitude Scale, the total teaoher group was below
the norm and did not represent a normal distribution.
Smith, made a study of opinions of 139 selected teachers in Alabama
regarding eertsdn undesirable personality traits and administrative procedures
of principals in 1948, She found that all of the teachers, except one, were
of the opinion that some of the 60 undesirable traits existed to some degree
in their principals. The same was true of the degree to which these un*
desirable traits affected their work. The teachers of female in’incipals
Justine Wilkinson Washington, op, cit., pp, 68*63.
^Alaa Bernice Smith, "S Study of Opinions of 139 Selected Teachers in
Alabama Regarding Certain Undesirable Personality Traits and Administrative
Procedures of Principals," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Atlanta University,
1948,
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indicated that their principals possessed few of the undesirable traits
listed. All male principals seam to dominate in face-to-face situations.
Many of the principals were not normal in personality traits and two were
at the point that they needed professional adviee and treatment* The find¬
ings wore of such natui'a as to merit the recommendation that further studies
bo ujodertaksn to answer suda questions ast "Do most principals possess non-
social tendencies?'’ "Do most {arinoipals tend to ignore the advice of others?"
"Does oonfidance In self hinder progressiveness of principals ?"
Woodsmade a study of the progress In certification made by Birmingham
Negro public school teachers between the years 1939 ans 1949, She concluded
that the greatest increase in certification was made in 1943-1949) fifty-
three and five-tenths of the teachers had sub-standard certificates) the teah-
ers showed a reasonable amount of participation in civic affedrs with a
groat extent of participation in professional organizations) there was a
tendency towsord collage and graduate concentration in Southern educational
centers as well as in Northern and Eastern centers) and, the plans for self
improvement lean toward regular inclinations to go to sdiool rather than
travel or spend vacations at resorts.
Only one study was found which dealt with both the status of teachers
2
and pupil progress, namely* Hunter’s study in 1S61 of Teacher—statvia and
Pupil-progress in the Four-year High Schools of Sunflower County, Mississippi.
X !
Florida Mae Woods, "A Study of the Progress in Certification Made by
Birmin^am Negro Public School Teachers Between the Years 1939-1949",
Unpublished Master’s thesis, Atlanta University, 19&1,
2
, «
Ja'^es Eugene Hunter, "A Study of Teacher Status and Student Progress
in the Four-Year Hi^ Schools of Sunflower County, Mississippi," Unpublished
Master’s Thesis, Atlanta University, 1961.
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Hunter concluded}
1. Thou^ tdxe effect of background on the personality may be
significant^ there are other e<»nbined factors that are
probably of equal or more importance*
Althouf^ the training of these teacdiers is inadequate« the
pay is eren less than inadequate, and has not increased
in proportion as the training of the teachers has increased*
3. ***It is apparent that a low economic status and a low standard
of living is arbitrsirily forced upon these teachers by the school
boards and adniuistrators in the light of the low salaiy sacle
for the teahhers of the high schools in Sunflower County,
Mississippi.
4* From the standpoint of teaching load and pupil clock-hours per day,
it is obvious that in spite of the training of the teadiers, that
effective work could not be done*
5* In spite of the wide range of abilities, achievement, and per¬
sonality of the students in these schools *«* the writer believes
that according to teacher efficiency and school efficiency, that
they were progressing far bettor than expected*^
2
Wicker, made a study of the status of principals in thirty Negro
accredited high schools in North Carolina with three to six teadiers*
Wicker concluded}
The typical principal is a man who has had a wholesoxse family
life* He is married, thirty-eight years of age and also is a
father with the responsibilities of a family*
His education has been received from the elementary scliool
through college in North Carolina schools* He holds A Babhelor*s
degree and has earned credit in gradmte school towards a Master's
degree* His college training was anpleted in 1924* His training
was varied and covered a number of courses. The academic courses
which he has found of most value to him in his work are} business
English, Negro literatxare, American governnent, political science
and sociology. The professional courses that he found of most
value to him in his work are: high school administration, high
James Eugene Hunter, op. olt*, pp* 102-107*
William Bartelle Wicker, "An Investigation of the Status of Principals
in Thirty Negro Accredited High Schools in North Carolina with Three to
Six Teachers," Unpublished Master's Thesis, Atlanta University, 1943*
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school supervision, general psychology, and tests and sieasurextents
He has been a high school principal for nine years and receives
an annual salary of |1,516.00. Prior to becoming a hi^ school
principal, he was a high school teadier. As a hi^ school principal,
he still l^s a heavy teaching load. His school and community
responsibilities are mai^ and varied. He considers answering
correspondence emd clerical work as being his most importemt adminis¬
trative duties.... He accepts the curriculum suggested by the State
and makes very little provision for the needs of his pupils.1
2
Anderson, points out that no matter how excellent a program of teadier
education and certification is, it alone cannot guarantee an adequate
supply of qualified teachers, slaries must be high enouj^ to attract them.
Jones foxind that while training is not necessarily synonymous with
efficiency, it is hi^ly probable 'tiiat in many cases hi^er training accom¬
panies a higher level of service.
4
Berry found that progress has been made throughout the nation in
securing teacher-tenure legislation for rights and obligations of teachers
tinder tenure laws.
Barr, Burton and Brueokner® found promising techniques of cooperative
planning and action for improving community relations.
With reference to the adequacy of teacher-preparation. White® in his
study of the teachers of South Carolina, revealed that even through Ihe
State had certified the tochers to teach and institutions had ^aduated
^'illiam Bartelle Wicker, op. oit., pp. 66-68.
®Jesse T. Anderson, Requirements for Teachers* Education and Certifica¬
tion, Columbia, South Carolinat South barolina State Depeu'tment of Hdueation,
1948.
®Wendello Primas Jones, "Effect of the Horth Carolina Public Sdiool Law
of 1933 Upon the Status of Negro Public Schools," Unpublished H.A, Thesis,
Departmenb of Education, North Carolina State, 1940.
^Review of Educational Research, Vol. XXII, No. 3 (1962), p. 201.
®Barr, Burton, Brueckner, Supervision, (Nefw York. 1947). p. 18.
“Joseph Benton White, "A Study of the Teachers in the Small Rural Schools
of South Carolina," Unpublished M.A. Thesis, George Peabody College far
Teachers, 1946.
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them, they ware incompetent in the area of Child Developnent and Growth,
O'Dae^ in a study of the teachers and students at Kansas State Teachers
College, revealed that teachers need not possess a hi^ degree of only one
single characteristic, but should possess as a totality a high degree of
knowledge, intellect, professional reading, and teaching procedures.
Concerning teaching experience, Quillen and Hanna confirmed the find¬
ings of Kni^t, who revealed that experience up to five years is important
in making one a more effioient teacher. After that, experience ceases to
be a significant factor,
Fenton* and Gould^ cited the need for improvement of the personalities
of teachers and the vital need for wholesome ^personalities to instruct our
youth,
C
Osburn*' and Annentrout also indicated the need for better prepared
teachers, and the importance of wholesome personality in teaching.
Teacher Efficiency and Effectiveness,—At this point a few of the studies
from the voluminous literature on the various aspects of teacher efficien(^
^Daniel 0*Dae, “A Study of the leaching Potentialities," The Joturnal of
Educational Psychology, XXXXI (December, 1950), 473-74,
2
James 1, Quillen and Lavoro A, Hanna, Education for Soolel Cwipetenoe,
(Atlanta, 1948), p, 145,
*Norman Fenton, "Gleaning from Correctional Service Regarding Personality
Development," California Journal of Secondary Education, XXXVII (May,
1962), 287,
^Joha A, Gould, "The Mental and Physical Health Teachers," School and
Society, LIII (1941 ed.), 706-11.
John L, Osburn, "In-service Versus Pre-service in Teacher Education,"




and effeotlYoness will be reviewed and cited as pertinent to iiiis reasearh*
In dusoussing the various factors operative in the potential of a teach¬
er *8 efficiency, Kimball Tfiles^ states*
All teachers have a greater potential than they use. Mary factors
—lack of vision, past experience, ecsmnunity pressure, lack of adjust¬
ment in human relations, poor personnel administration, inability to
evaluate their work—prevent teachers from utilising all their skills
and abilities. The supervisor's function in the school is to help
teachers release these potentials.
In another connection, Kimball i/Viles enumerated the "job-satisfactions”
of the teacherj and climaxed the listing with these words* "Teachers work
2
best when they are satisfied."
Further, developing the thesis of the "Job-satisfactions" of teaidiers,
Kimball HViles found in a four-year study, that one thousand memben of
twenty-five discussion groups listed most frequently the follcerlng "Job
satisfactions" as the ones they wanted as teasers*
...Pleasant working conditional a sense of belonglngi fair treat¬
ment | a sfflsse of achievement and growth| recognition of contributions}
peurtioipation in deciding policy} end an apportunity to maintain self-
respect.
Teaohers may know the best teaching procedvures and vduit constitutes
skill in room managonent, but if sIm has not the patience and sympa¬
thetic understemding of children that she needs in order to 8q>ply her
knowledge, she will injure rather than lead.
'Murray* in his study on In-seirvice Training of Teaohers found*




*Earl Murray, "In-serfice Training of Tea<iiers," Educational Digest.
(September, 1944), p. 49.
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The chief reason for in-service training of teaching is the
philosophy of growth. l«o teacher is oror adequately trainid. using
the term to signify scnaethiag computed. A real tteaoher is always
in training^ ever seeking for improvement, constantly striving for
better results, studying newer techniques and procedures, evaluating
methods and results, learning more about children, keeping abreast of
changes due to science, inventions and social evolution, experi¬
menting with and using new materials, planning a personal growth in
spiritual and healthful living.
In a comment upon the necessity of understanding the ideals of democracy
and the function of education. Briggs and Justman^ state*
The necessity of both teachers and supervisors having a sound
understanding of the ideals of dmooratio society and a consonant
definition of education, this definition, it was argued, must be
clear, sound, comprehensive, adapatable. pragnatio and indicative
of what is possible xmder conditions as they exist or as they can
be improved.
Further. Brigge and Justman state, "that the first duty of the school
is to teach pupils to do better the desirable things that they will do
any way."
3
Again. Briggs and Justman wnphasise tho fact*
Teachers can by earnest and continued effort make many improve¬
ments in courses of study and in providing other educative experiences
now seldom in the program. If they will attempt honestly to base
their teaching on what they know is done by adults and on what they
confidently expect their pupils will do.
...Teadiers should develop the awareness of the necessity of
constant pupils progress toward objectives which together constitute
what we understaxkl as real education.
In a brief sunmary of the teacher*s tasks. Cross^ states*
^Briggs and Justman. Improving Insturotion Through Supervision, (New




Baxter Lewis Cross. The Role of Blwnentary Bdtieation. (New York. 1952).
p. 351.
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The teacher should see his own contribution to children’s total
living in home, school, and community context. Relationships with
other teachers, with principal, with superintendent, and with the
board of education are important. So are the teacher relationships
with other adults in the e<»>niunity of vital concern to his effective
guidance of children. Elementary education demands versatile and
socially mature persons irtio are respected by the other adults idio
comprise the oommunity.
Lynoh^ found that the teacher grows as he or she becomes social.
Davis found that in order for education to function effectively in
a ccsaplex and intense social order the teacher must keep abreast of the
progress in all fields related to education.
Germain^ fovmd that the Negro teacher has sought to attain those
qualities which the responsibility of educational leadership demands.
The professional qualifications of the teacher of the futture is envisioned
by Pressey^ thusly* **the teaser of the future mvust have a profovmd under**
standing of human nature, be conversant with fascinating equipment of eduoa**
tional instriaments and procedures, and have wide acquaintance with the
affairs of the world, because education must touch them all. Teaching will
be the most faseiimting of all the professions} requiring extended pre]^ra»
tion, continuing study, and devotion.*
An early study made by Charters and ifiaples^ listed many traits and
^Jamss U. Lyn<di, "Measuring Teacher (hrowUi,* The Nations Schools,
(July, 1948).
^Edward Davis, "The National Educational Outlook Among Negroes," National
Education Press, Inc, (1939).
^Albert Rene Germain, "A Study of the Educational Qualifications of
Negro Teadiers in Louisiana for the Period 1929-1939," Unpublished H.A.
Thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University, 1941.
L. Pressey, Psy<aaology and the New Education. (New York, 1933), p. 685.
Charters and Douglas Waples, The Commonwealth Teacher-Training
Study, (Chicago, 1929)^
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duties of teadiers in a wide scope so as to five guidsuice to eduoational
institutions in fomulating a program for teat^er-preparation*
Achievement Test Performanoe of Pupils at Selected Grade Level8««»-
fiistorioally the measurement of achievement hy some form dates back to
antiquity,^ for present purposes, however, wo may note that as early as
1864 Reverend George Fisher, an English schoolmaster "proposed a Sealebook,
2
made up for various standard speoiments,., arranged in order of merit*
The work of pioneers such as Sir Freincis Galton, J* U* Rice and £* L*
Thorndike was hi^ly instrtimental in bringing to the fore the realisation
that human behavior is susceptible of quantitative study, and that statis¬
tical metiiodw with which to carry on investigations were sorely needed*
Although Rice has the honor of being the real inventor of the comparative
test in America (1894), it is on thecelebrated £* L* Thorndike that the dis¬
tinction of "Fatlier" of the achievement testing movement is bestcwed*
The unique oontrib\d;ion of Thorndike to the testing movement is characterised
by Eossi^
The hcQor is richly merited, for no other person has touched the
msasurffisent movement at so many points or has contributed so much to
it* In addition to his very influential publications on statistical
methods in education smd his pioneer work on intelligenoe tests for
college entraoe, either Thorndike of his students were responsible
for most of the early standaz^ tests and scales for measuring achieve¬
ment* The first test was the Stone Arithmetic Test published in 1908,
and the first scale was the Thorndike Handwriting Scale, announced in
1909 and published the following yesur* The next few years saw the
appearance of scales and tests in various fields*




A glance at the history and the aignif ioanoe of the Testing Movement
is given by Ross,^ thuslyi
Some three decades have elaspsed since testa were organised into
batteries and ptiblished in a single booklet. The first two of these,
one by Pintnsr and the other by Monroe and BviOkingham, appeared in
1920* Three years later, 1923, the Stanford Achievement Test was
first published. This test has been subsequently revised duringthe
years of 1920 and 1940,2
In the historical sketch above the aim has been merely to call
attention to a few of the major contributors to 'ttie testing movement.
Additional data is neither necessary nor desirable in this study,
A testing progrEua is one phase of the educational guidance program
in the modem school. The results derived from test administration
may be lised to determine the extent to which pupils have adxieved
those aspects of growth and development which the testa measure and
tidiieh the school has set forth as objectives. Therefore, since the
achievement of the kinds of understandings and skills which standardized
achievement tests measure have been generally accepted by the school
as being among its objectives, it seems mlid to consider achievement
testing of pupils as one approach to the determination of teaching
proficiency. However, tests should not be considered as a mysterious
panacea for all the real and imagined ills of the educative process,
this type of thinking as regards achievement tests, while prevalent
a few years past, may not be too characteristic of today's users of
tests,
Witty and Decker^ administered the Standord Achievement test to 1725
white and 220 Kegro pupils with chronological ages ranging from 7 to IS years.
With reference to the aohievemenb of Negro pupils, they concluded,
Negro children evidence poorest scholarship in reading and language
usage. Mastery of these subjects is essential for success in most
academic activity.
The writers feel that the data herein presented give evidenee of
conspicuous needs. Subject matter qnd methods used in the education
of Negroes should bs examined carefully. Experimentation should be
directed toward developing more effective materials and techniques of
instruction. For the Negro group, it is particularly vital that
remedial work be provided by which teading and language arts may be
C, Rosse,, op, clt,, pp, 44,
2
Truman L, Kelly, Giles M, Ruch, and Lewis M, lorman. Manual of Directions,
for Administering, Stanford Achievement Test, (New York, 1940^, p, 9,
3
Pwil A, Witty and A, I, Decker, A Comparative Study of the Educational
Attainment of Negro and White Children,” Journal of Educational PsycholoCT’,




Alfred W, Fergusoa made an Analytical Study of AchieTrenwnt-Iast per¬
formance of Negro Elementary Pupils in UartinsTille« Virginia in 1951*
Aiiong the purpose of the study was the major one to determine the significant
differences4 if any, in achievement test perfoirmainco on the tests as a
whole and on each of the divisions of each test hetwemi the pupils in grade
four, five, and six, in two elementary schools. The two tests used were
the progressive Achievement Test and the Stanford Achievement test. The
tow schools involved were the Albert Harris School emd the East Uartinsville
School, both located in liatinsville, Virginia«
Gergueon* found wide differences or variability within each group fTom
the two schools studisd. The norms for the local area as established for
grade six and grade five tended to fall far below the nat ional norm on which
each test Is based. The grade-placoaent data from averages made these
pupils on each test were hi^ly alike, with no differences on either test
being higher than 0,2, a'ith the pupils appeeuring to be strongest in achieve¬
ment in arithmetic and weakest in reading achlevaaent. The relationships
between scores made on the Progressive-Test with the scores made on the
Stanford Aehievanent Test appeared to be statistically reliable for all grades,
except in the language division on tiie Stanford Test by the Foxirth-grade
pupils In the Albert Harris Sdiool,
1
Paul A, Witty and A, I, Decker, op, cit,, 497-500,
2
Alfred W, Ferguson, "An Analytical Study of Achievement Test Performance
of Negro Elemontsiry School Pupils in Uartinsville, Virginia," Unpublished




Wofford^ reports that aocording to the modem conception of education
all diildren are important, but the rural ohidl has special significance
in Aa^rican life for two reasonsi (a) over half of iiio children of America
are reared In zniral areas, and (b) the place occupied by the child is of
supreme importance in the family group. Studies of rxiral children has gained
the attention of psy<^ologist8 and sociologists concerning their infcelll-
^nee, physical welfare and emotional development,
2
Wofford makes the following summary of the status of rural school
children in regard to their intelligencet
(1) The intelligence of rural ^ildren is sli^tly lower than that
of urbw diildren. This statement is not true at birth and indicates
oatises lie in nurtiire rather than nature. Experiences, and training,
to be aotualixed into abilities, interests, emotional habits and
other general predispositions of all kinds. All more or less well
intergrwted into the developing personality. Some environments are
more stimulating and generally more favorable them others, and oon»
sequent ly native eapaoities do not alwasys bear fruit in equivalent
levels of developed ability,
(2) The school situation may be so mudi more favorable azid
effectively stimulating than extra school situations that eduoatlonal
achievement reaches a hi^er level than Intelligenoe or on the other
haiad, the reverse situation and out comes may be obtained,
Wofford found that rural children develop to full stature, not only
in their own envlronraert but in a larger one, which embraces the whole world.
In her study on teacher status, personality adjustment and teaehlng
proficlenoyi Bozeman^ found from the results on the California Test of
^Kate V, Woffwd, Modem Education in the Small Rural Sdiool, (New
Ycrk, 1938), p, 62,
^Ibid.
^Ibld.
Dorothy R, Bozeman, "A Study of the Background Training, Teaching
Experiences, Personality Adjustment, and Teadiing Profiolenoy of Teachers
Employed in the Schools of Sumter County and Anerioue, Georgia,’* Unpublished
Master’s Thesis, Depaxi;]B9nt of Eduoation, Atlanta University, 1952, p, 9,
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Personality th&ti
1. The subjects scored favorable on the Total Adjxistiasat and
Self Adjustment with the exception of the oompozient of Sense of
personal Freedom, which revealed a inodian score of 11*59 which
corresponds to the 40th percentile. The teachers shewed normality
on the Social Adjustsent Components*
5oseinan*s^ study further revealed Idiat according to the results on the
Purdue Teachers Examination, "Hew I Teach", revealed that t
1* The subjects had an avera e kncwledge of the test items
and teaching profioiency as measured b^ the test was negative*
2* The subjects in this study performed on the Purdue Teachers
Examination, "How I Teaoh" similarly to the subjects in the BozeBLan
study with the exception of Sense of Personal Freedom Component on
whldi the subjects scored 12 points below the national norm with
a percentile of S8*
It would appear that from the results on the test that 1: xaight be safe
in saying, tliat teadiers in general need help in the areas of teaching
practice and teaching proficiency*
The results reported above are similar to others observed in the writer's
research* It would appear from the data of these two researches that a
reasonable implication suggests that the average teacher ssseds fvrther
training as well as in-servloe help in Idle aresis of teaching methodology and
theory*
Summary of Related I.iterature*»«»The significant findings in the Related
Literature which were found pertinent to the problem Inherent in this re*
search are to be charaeterized in the generalized stateroents below*
1* The various factors of the socio-economic background end status
of teachers appear to have a very definite impact upon tdie
1
Dorothy E* Bozemn, op. ett», p. 9.
quality of eerrioe rendered by them although these factors have
HZ
not been statieticplly proved for their separate significances,
2, There is a correlation or paralellism apparent between the level
of training reooivod ar^ the level of services rendered by
teachers,5,The up-grading of certification requirocients has eacoxiraged and
accelerated a similar up-grading of the academic and profeseional
training of teacdiers,
4, There is an apparent crucial xieed for continuing "in-service"
education program not only to up-grade the inadequate pre-service
preparation of teachers but also to motivate and maixxtain a day
by day hl^ level of proficiency of teacdiers who are adequately
trained,
5, There is abundant evidence which points to the Inescapable in¬
fluence for "good" or "ill" of the personality of the teaser upon
the pupils in the teaching-learning situation.
6, There is abundemt experlioental evidence which points to the fact
that the liegro s<^ool pupil shows a definite weakness in the sub-
Jeet-natter areas of Language Arts, such as^ in reading and
language usage,
7, Researoh findings appear to indicate that there is an appreciable
difference in the sdiool achievement between r\a:al and urban
school children. Uoreover^ there is slight evidence poinbing
to some difference in intelligence between rural and \irban school
children.8,There is much evidence from stxidles to date to indicate that the
&verace teacher’s knowledge of inethodology, philosophy, and
theory in education is not at an optimum level of iinplomantation
in the Teaching-Learning Situation; and in certain tests situations
as on the Purdue Teachers* Exaniination*
CHAPTiSR II
PRESiSyTAIION AND ANALYSIS (»• DATA
Ictroduotlon
Orgynigatlon and Treataent of Data»«»»The purpose of this chapter is
the presentation and interpretation of the data gathered froa the ques*'
tionnaires filled out by the fiftyK>ne elementary teaohers of Area I,
Greenville County, South Carolina | the data from the California Test
of Personality, Adult Series, Form A for the fifty-one teadiersi the data
from the Purdue Teachers Examinatont How I Teach* for the fifty-ons
teadiers} axxl the data from the Stanford Aohievemenb Test, Intermediate
Language Arts Test, Farm E!£ and the Intermediate Arithmetic Test, Form
which were administered to idle 148 fouirtdi ^ade end 154 sixth grade pupils
of Area I, Greenville County, South Carolina* These data will be presented
in the following order t
1* There are 21 Tables that give the data on the Sooio-Eoonomie
Status of the 51 teachers in Greenville County.
2* There are 16 Tables idiat give the data on '^e Personality
traits as revealed by the California '^est of Personality*
3* There are 4 Tables that give the data on the teaching practices
as revealed by the Purdue Teachers Examination* "How I Teach*.
4* There are 7 Tables that give the data on the Aohievemenb of the
148 fourth grade pupils in Greenville County as revealed by the
Stanford Aidiievaasnt Test*
5* There are 7 Tables that give the data on the Achievement of the




The analysis and interpretation of the data will be presented as indi*
cated by the tables above, in this order, in the present chapter,
Socio-£oonoiaio and Professional Status of
the Teadiers in Greenville County
This seetiott of the analysis and interpretation of the data on the sooio*
eoonomio and professional status of the fifty->one Negro taaohers In Green-
ville County (Area I), South Carolina, will be as followsi the data on
the soeio-eoononiio status of the teachers will be presented in lables 1
through 121 and the data on tiae professional status of the teachers will
be presented in Tables 13 through 21,
Ages of Teachers of Greenville County, South Carolina,— The data on
the ages of the fifty-one elementary teachers of Greenville County, Area I,
South Carolina, are presented in Table 1, below,
TABLE 1
TaS DISTRIBUTION 0F THE AGSS OF TilS ELEMENTARY TSACHEES









20-50 3 42.8 12 27,2 15 29.4
50-40 2 28.6 15 29.6 15 29.4
40-60 2 28,6 13 29.6 15 29.4
60-60 0 4 9.1 4 7.9
60-70 0 2 4,5 2 3.9
Total 7 13,73 44 86.27 61 100.0
(
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Th» data revelaed the followingt that 3 or 42.8 per cent of the ages of the
male teachers and 12 or 27*2 per cent of the ages of the female teasers
ranged from 20-30 years; that 2 or 28.6 per cent of the ages of the male
teachers and 13 or 29.6 per cent of the ages of the female teachers ranged
from 40-50 years i that« none of the male teasers and 4 or 9.1 per cent of
the ages of the female teachers ranged from 50-60 years; -that none of the
male teadiers and 2 or 4.5 per cent of the female teadiers had ages that
ranged fr<m 60-70 years.
Further, Table 1, revealed -that 46 or 89.6 per cant of the toachers
ages rsuQged from 20 - 30 years. Further it indicated -that a rery small per
cent of the ages ranged from. 50 - 70 years.
Again, Table 1, revealed that the young teachers between the ages of 20-
30 years numbered 15 or 29.4 per cent; that the middle group of teachers
be-tween the ages of 30 - 50 numbered SO or 58.8 per cent; and that the old
age group of teeners between the ages of 60 - 70 numbered 6 or 11.7 per
cent.
Seat of the Teachers.—The data on -the sex of the fifty-one elementeury
teachers in Greenville, South Carolina are presented in Table 2, page 27,
which revealed that of the total number of 51 teachers, 7 or 13.73 par cent
were male and 44 or 86.27 par cent were female. It is obvious that the
female teachers out-numbered the male teachers by a ratio of better than
5 to 1.
Marital Status of the Teachers.— The data on the marital status of
the fifty-one elementeury teachers of Greenville County, South Carolina,
are presented in Table 3, page 27, vdiidi reveals the facts to follow.
One or 14.3 par cent of the male teachers and 12 or 27.5 per e«it of
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TABLE 2
THE DISTRIBUriOH BY SEX OF THE ELJiZNTARY TEACHERS EMPLOYED IH AREA I
GREEMVILLB COUBTY, SOUTH CAROLINA, 1962-1953




the female teachers were singlei 6 or 65.7 per cent of the male teachers and
27 or 61.S per cent of 'tiie female teadiers were omirrled. Four or 9.1 per
cent of the female teadiers were widcsredf 1 or 2.3 per cent of the female
teachers was separated. Furthei; Table 3, reveals that 13 or 25.5 per cent
of the teachers were single} S3 or 64.7 per cent of the teachers were
married} 4 or 7.9 per cent of the teasers were widowed end 1 or 1.9 per
emit was separated.
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE MARITAL STATUS OF THE EliiMENTARY TEACHERS









Single 1 14.3 12 27.3 13 25.5
Mea*ried 6 86,7 27 61.3 S3 64.7
Widcared 0 4 9.1 4 7.9
Separated 0 1 2.3 1 1.9
Total 7 13.73 44 86.27 61 100.00
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It was interesting to note that only a small par oent of the tsaohers
fell in the category (separated) idiioh might indicate the ability to get
along with mates as mil as being socially and emotionally adjusted.
Early Enwironmental Re8idenee.«»»Ihe data on the early enTironmental
residence of the fifty-one elemen::ary teadiers of Greenyille County. South
Carolina, are presented in ^able 4. below.
TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OP THE EARLY SKVISOILIENT (RURAL OR URBAN OP THE
ELSIISNTARY TEACHERS SiPLOYSD IN AREA I GREENVILLE COUNTY.
SOUTH CAROLINA. 1952-1953
Male





Rwal 3 42.9 26 69.1 29 56.8
Urban 2500-5000 3 42.9 6 11.4 8 15.6
Urban 5000-15.000 0 5 11.4 5 9.9
Urban above 15.000 1 14.2 8 13.1 9 17,7
Total 7 13,73 44 86.27 51 100,00
The data revealed that 29 or 56.8 per cent or over one half of the 51 teachers
lived in rural areas. Three or 2.9 per cent of the male teediere and 26 or
59.1 per cent of the female teachers lived in rural areas{ 5 or 42.9 per oent
of the male teachers and 6 or 11.4 per cent of the famale teachers lived in
urtMin areas with 2500 - 5000 in populationj no male and 5 or 11.4 per oent
of the female teachers lived in urban areas of 6000-15.000. One or 14.24
per cent of the feiuale teaohcnrs and 8 or 18.1 per cent of the female tea<^ers
lived in urban areas with a population of 15.000 and above.
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It l8 quits evidsot that the amjorlty of the teachers have come into
the teaching profession with the sooio«economio background of rural life.
The extent to which these teachers spend the early school training in rural
schools of inadequate facilities might be reflected in their present teadding
efficiency.
Residential Status of the Teachers.—The data on the residential stattis
of the fifty-one elementary teachers of Greenville County, South Carolina,
are presented in Table 5, below.
TABLE 6
DISTKIBUTIOH OF THH KLSIDImCTIAL STATUS OF THE EUiMEKTAHT TEACHERS









Renter 2 28.6 11 26.0 13 26.6
Owner S 42.8 28 63,6 31 60,8
Free Lancing 1 14.3 4 9.1 6 9.8
Own home but live
in rental property 1 14.3 1 2.3 2 3.9
Total 7 13.73 44 86,27 51 100.0
The significant facts are indicated below. Two or 28.6 per caat of the male
teachers and 11 or 25.0 par oent of the feiaale teachers were renters. Three
or 42.8 per oent of the male teachers and 28 or 63,6 per oent of the female
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teachers owned their homes| 1 or 14.3 per cent of the male teachers and 4 or
9.1 per cent of the female teachers were free lancing. One or 14.3 per cent
of the male teachers and 1 or 2.3 per cent of the fonale teachers own their
own homes hut are renting.
The data revealed that 83 or 64.7 per cent of the teachers owned their
homes) that 15 or 25.5 per cent of the teachars were renters; that 5 or 9.8
per cent of the teachers were free lancing.
Further. Table 5. revealed that the teachers owning their homes out-
nvuabered the teachers renting. It would appear that the group of teachers
owning their homes are interested in ccBnmxmity relationship and are socially
adjusted.
Church Affiliation of Teachers.—The data on the church membership of
the fifty-one elementary teachers of Greenville Coimty. South Carolina, are
presented in 7able 6. page 31. which revealed that of the total number of
the 51 teachers that 35 or 68.7 per cent of the teachers were members of
the Baptist Church) that 15 or 29.4 per cent of the teachers were members
of the Methodist Church and that 1 or 1.9 per cent of the teachers was a
member of the Catholic Church.
Table 6 revealed that 4 or 67.1 per cent of the male teachers and 31 or
70.4 per cent of the f«nale teachers were members of the Baptist Church;
that 3 or 42.9 per cenr of the male teachers and 12 or 27.4 per cent of the
female teachers were members of the Methodist Church; and that no male
teachers and 1 or 2.3 per cent of the female teachers was a member of the
Catholio Church.
The data revealed that the church affiliation of the total number of
teachers ranked as follows; first, the Baptist Church, second, the Methodist
Church, and third, the Catholic Church.
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TABLS 6
DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHURCH AFFILIATION OF THS ELE'JSNTARY TEACHERS









Baptist 4 57.1 31 70.4 35 68.7
Methodist 3 42.9 12 27.4 15 29.4
Catholio 0 1 2.3 1 1.9
Total 7 13.73 44 86.27 51 100.00
Oooupations of tha Fathers cf tho TeachTS,—The data on th® oooupations
of the fathers of the fifty-one elementary teachers of CreenTllle Coiinty,
South Carolina, are presented in Table 7, page 32» The data indicated that
none of the fathers of the male teachers and 8 or 18»2 per cent of the fathers
of the female teachers were engaged in domestic serricet that none of the
fathers of the male teachers and 11 or 25»0 per cent of the fathers of the
female teachers were engaged in skilled labor. FIts or 71.4 per cent of
the fathers of the male teachers suid 18 or 40.9 per cent of the fathers of
the fei^le teaohers were farmers} that 2 or 28.6 per cent of the male
teachers and 5 or 11.4 par cent of the fathers of the female teaohers were
engaged in professsional work} and that 2 or 4.5 per cent of the fathers
of the female teachers were working on the railroad.
The rank of the occupations of the fathers of the teachers were as
follows I first, femning, second, skilled labor, third, domestic serTioe,
foinrth, professional work and, fifth, railroading.
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TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF THE OCCUPATIONS OF THE FATHERS OF THE ELEMENTARY











Serrioe 0 8 18.2 8 15.7
Skilled Ubor 0 11 26.0 11 21.6
Farmer 5 71.4 18 40.9 23 45.1
Professional 2 28.6 5 11.4 7 13.7
Railroad 0 2 4.6 2 3.9
Total 7 13.75 44 86.27 51 100.0
It Is to be noted that a small per cent of the fathers of the teachers
were engaged in professional work.
Oooupaticns of the Mothers of the Teachers.—The data on the occupation
of the mothers of the fifty-one elementary teachers of GreenTllle County,
South Carolina, are presented in 'Table 8, page 33.
The data indicated that none of the mothors of the male teachers and
8 or 18.1 per cent of the mothers of the female teachers were engaged in
domestic serTios} that 4 or 57.1 per cent of the mothers of the male teach¬
ers and 5 or 11.4 per cent of the mothers of the female teachers were engaged
in professional serwiee. Three or 42.9 per cent of the mothors of the
male teachers and 26 or 59.1 per cent of the mothers of the female teachers
were housewiTes. None of the mothers of the male teadiers and 3 or 6.8
per oent of the mothers of the female teachers were seamstresses| 1 or 2.5
S3
TABLB 8
DISTRIBUTION (F Tlffi OCCUPATIONS OF THE MOTHERS OF THE SLEMENTARI










Domestio Service 0 8 18.1 8 16,7
Professional 4 67.1 6 11.4 9 17,7
Housewife 5 42.9 26 69.1 29 66.9
Seamstress 0 3 6.8 5 6.9
Nurse 0 1 2.3 1 1.9
Business 0 1 2.3 1 1.9
Total 7 15.73 44 86.27 61 100.00
per cent the mothers of the fonale teachers was a nurse; and that, 1 or
2.3 per cent of the mothers of the female teachers was engaged in business.
The rank of the occupations of the mothers was as follows t first,
housewives, second, professional service, third, domestio service, fo\urth,
seamstress and fifth, nursing and business.
It is to be noted that 29 or 56.9 per cent of the mothers of the teachers
were housewives i^i^ might indicate a large nvBnber of the teachers came from
homes that might have given a feeling of security and belongingness.
Educational Level of the Fathers of the Teachers.— The data on the
edvtcational level of the fathers of the fifty-one elementary geaohers of
Greenville County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 9, page 34.
One or 14,2 per cent of the fathers of the male teachers and 2 or 4.6
per cent of the fathers of the female teachers had little or no learning|
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TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OP THl*. DUCATIONAL LEVEL OF THE PATHERS OF THE SLEMENTART











Learning 1 14.2 2 4.5 3 5.9
Elementary 2 28.6 26 69.1 28 54.9
Hi^ School 2 28.6 IS 29.6 15 29.4
College 2 28.6 3 6.8 5 9.8
Total 7 13.73 44 86.27 61 100.0
2 or 28.6 per cent of the fathers of the male teachers and 26 or 69.1 per
oant of the fathers of the female teadiers had an elementary education.
Two or 28.6 per cent of the fathers of the male teachers and 13 or 29.6
per cent of the fathers of the female teachers had a hi^ school education!
and that 2 or 28.6 per cent of the fa-thers of the male teachers and 5 or
6.8 per cent of the fathers of the female tea<diers had a college education.
It is to be noted that the educational level of the fathers of these
teachers rank as followst first, elemenatry education 28 or 54.9 per cent,
second, high school education 15 or 29.4 per centi third college education
5 or 9.8 per oenti and fourth, little or no learning 5 or 5.9 per cent.
Educational Level of the iiothers of the Teachers.»-»Tbe data on the
educational level of the mothers of the fifty-one elementary teachers of
Greenville County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 10, page 35*
The data revealed that 1 or 14,3 per cent of the mothers of the male teachers
and 6 or 13.6 per oent of the mothers of the female teachers had little or
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TABLS 10
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EDUCATIOML LEVEL OF ThE MOTHFES OF THE











Learning 1 14.3 6 13.6 7 13.7
Elementary 1 14.5 20 45.4 21 41.2
Hi^ School 1 14,3 9 20.5 10 19.6
Colle ge 4 67.1 9 20.6 13 25.5
Total 7 13.73 44 86.27 51 100.00
no Isarnlngi that 1 or 4,5 par eant of the mothers of the mala teachers
and 20 or 45»4 par cant of the mothers of the female teachers had an
elementary education. One or 14.3 per cent of the mothers of the male
teachers and 9 or 20.5 per cent of the mothers of the female teachers had
a hi^ school education. Four or 57,1 phr cent of the mothers of the mala
teachers and 9 or 20.5 per cent of the mothers of the female tea<diers had
a oollege education.
It is. quite obrious that peroentaE.:e<Hrise there were twice as many of
the mothers of the female teachers who had a college education as there
were mothers of the male teachers idio had achieved similar training.
State Residence of Teachers,—The data on the out-of-state residence
for a period of 1 week or more of the fifty-one elementary teachers employed
in Area I, (kreenville County, South Carolina, 1952-1953 are presented in
Table 11, page 36,
S6
TABLE 11
DISTRIBUTIOH CF TEE OUT OP STATE RESIDENCE FOR A PERIOD OP ONE WEEK OR
KORE OF THE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS MPLOYED IM AREA I, GEEEKVILLB








Alabama 1 2 5
Arkansas 0 1 1
California 1 1 2
Connectlout 1 1 2
Delaware 2 2 4
Florida 1 7 8
Georgia 1 18 19
Illinois 1 6 6
Kentucky 0 1 1
Louisiana 0 1 1
Maryland 1 7 8
Massachusetts 1 1 2
Michigan 0 11 11
Mississippi 0 2 2
Missouri 0 1 1
New Hampshire 0 1 1
New Jersey 1 7 8
New Mexioo 1 1 2
New York 1 28 29
Nortii Carolina 1 27 28
Ohio 0 7 7
Pennsylvania 1 17 18
Tennessee 1 6 6
Vermont 0 11 11
Virginia 1 0 1
Washington 1 10 11
West Virginia 1 11 12
District of Columbia 1 21 22
The notations of the ovit-of-state residence of the teadiers were very
scattered. The male teachers had done Tory little traveling as found in
the data. There might be a very little professioml growth gained by the
male teachers from vacationing and by visiting resets or other places of
interest. The data revealed that the feumle teachers had lived in 27 of the
48 states for a week or more, adiich showed that the female teachers had
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traveled more than the male teachers.
the main states, according to rank, in which the teachers had visited
for a week or more weret New York, North Carolina, District of Columbia,
Georgia, «uid Pennsylvania with 29, 28, 22, 19 and 18 teachers, respectively,
having spent some time therein.
Countries Lived in for One Week or More ty Ieachers.«»«»The data on the
foreign countries in which the fifty-one elementary tenchers of Greenville
County, South Carolina, had lived for 1 week or more are presented in
Table 12, page 38. Three or 42.8 per cent of the male teachers end 8 or
18,2 per cent of the feriale teachers had lived in Canada for a week oar
more) 1 or 14,3 per cent of the male teachers and not any of the finale
teachers had lived in Hawaii. One or 14.3 per cent of the male teachers
and not nay of the female teachers lived in Japani 1 or 14.3 per cent of
the male teachers and 1 or 2.3 per cent of ihe female teachers had lived
in Mexico. One or 14.3 per cent of the male teadiers had lived in the
Philliplnes for 1 week or more.
Of the total number of the 51 eleoientary teachers, there were 7 or 13.73
per cent were male teachers 9 or 17.64 per cent were female teachers who had
lived for a week or more in the foreign countries listed in Table 12. It
was obvious that the male teachers had spent mors time out of the states
than had the female teachers. The male teadiers might serve as resource
individuals in the "in-service" program of the schools of Greenville County,.
South Carolina.
Professional Status of the Teadhers in
Ghreenville County
Hi^ Schools Attended ly the Teachers.—The date on the hi^ schools
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TABLE 12
DISrSIBUTION OF IffiS OUT OF THE UNITED STATES RESIDENCE FOR A PERIOD CF
ONE WEEK OR MOi'JB OF TdE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS E^LOISD IN GREBilYILLE







Canada 3 42.6 8 18,2 11 21.6
Hawaii 1 14.5 0 1 1.9
Japem 1 14.3 0 1 1.9
Uexioo 1 14.3 1 2.3 2 3.8
Phillipines 1 14.3 0 1 1.9
Total 7 43,75 9 56.25 16 100,00
attended the fifty-one elementary teachera employed in Area I, Greenrille
County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 13, page 39. The high
schools attended by the 51 teadiers were found to be located in the states
of South Carolina, North Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia.
Sixty-four per cent of these high schools were rural and not aocredited
at the time when attended by these teachers.
College Attended and Degrees Earned.— The data on the tindergraduate
schools attended and degrees earned by the twenty-six teaches of GreenTille
County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 14, page 40, with the follow¬
ing si^ifioant facts indicated*
That 22 or 84.5 per cent of the 26 teachers attended Colleges located in
South Carolina, that 4 or 15.4 per cent of the teachers attended out-of-
state colleges. Two or 40.0 per cent of the male teachers and 4 or 19.04
TABLE 13
DISTF.IBITIOS OF T IE Ii r-H SCHOOLS ATTH.SDED BY TH£ ELKMEXTARI









AhbeTllle Training School 0 2 2
ATory Normal 0 1 1
Sixth Avenue 0 1 1
Bailey Aoademy 0 1 1
Baton Institute 0 1 1
Beaufort 0 1 1
Bettis Academy 0 1 1
Colleton 1 0 1
Carver 0 1 1
Chapntan Grave 0 2 2
Claflin College 0 1 1
Douglass ’ 1 0 1
Dunbar 1 2 8
Enoree 0 1 1
Geer 0 1 1
Matoon 0 I 1
Morris College 0 8 8
Oeonee Training School 0 1 1
Read Street 0 2 2
Ridge Hill 0 1 1
Seneca 1 0 1
Simpson 0 1 1
Simpsonville 0 1 1
St* Alban Training School 0 3 3
Sterling 0 7 7
Union 2 2 4
i^ilkinson 1 1 2
Total 7 44 51
per oent ef the foaale teachers etteoded Allen Uni-versltyi 1 or 20.0 per cent
of the fffiaale te’^ohers and 3 or 14*28 per cent of the fsmale teachers
attended Benedict* One or 20*0 per cent of the male teaohers and 2 or 9*52
per oent at the female teaohers attended Clafllni 1 or 20*0 per oent of the
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TABLS 14
DISTRBUTIOK OF THE COLLEGES ATTENDED AND THE DEGREES BABNSD BT
THE 26 ELEMENTARY TEACHERS EMPLOYED IN AREA I, GRSBN7ILLB









Allen University 2 40 4 19*04 6 23.08
Benedict 1 20 3 14*28 4 15.89
Claflin 1 20 2 9*52 3 11.54
Morris 1 20 5 23*80 6 23*08
South Carolina
State 0 0 8 14*28 3 11.54
Ourt-of-State i
«I*C* Smith 0 1 4.76 1 5*64
Morristown 0 1 4*76 1 3*84
Winston Salem
Teadiers 0 2 9*52 2 7.69
Total 5 19*23 21 80*77 26 100*00
male teachers and 5 or 23*80 per cent of the female teachers attended Morris*
No male teachers and 5 or 14*28 per cent of the ihraale teadiers attended
South Carolina State*
The data reTealed that no male teachers attended out-of-state colleges*
’Whereas, 1 or 4*76 per cent of the female teachers attended J, C, Smith,
North Carolina} that 1 or 4*76 per cent attended Morristown, Tennessee} 2 or
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9*52 per oant of the female teadiers atteBded Winstor Salem Peachera Col»
lege. North Carolina^ for a total of 4 teachers #io attended oiit-of-state
eol leges.
There is very little STidence of out-of-state inter-ohanging of ideas
and professional growth. The total number of teaohers who attended col¬
leges in the State of South Carolina were 22 or 84,6 per cent} whereas,
4 or 15.4 par cent of the teachers attended out-of-state oolleges. It is
obvious that there is a 6 to 1 ratio between those teachers trained in
institutions within Soitth Carolina and those trained in out-of-state
institutions. This mi^t have occurred to meet a two-fold purposes to
earn their degrees while at the s^e time satisfying the State requiranent
for teacher-certification.
Educational Level Attained by the Elfflnentary Teachers,—The data on the
educational level attained by the fifty-one elementary teaohers of Green¬
ville County, South Carolina, 1952-1955, are presented in Table 15, page
42. It was found that 3 or 42.8 per cent of the male teaohers and 2 or 4.5
per cent of the female teachers had 6-18 graduate hoiu'S} 1 or 14.3 per cent
of the male teaohers and 8 tar 16.2 per cent of the female teaohers had 6-24
undergraduate hours beyond the bachelor's degree} 6 or 13,6 per cent of the
female teachers had 3-15 undergraduate hours beyond the bachelor's degree.
One or 14,3 per cent of the male teachers and 5 or 11,4 per cent of the
fenrale teachers had bachelor degrees} 1 or 14,3 per cent of the male teaohers
and 15 or 34,1 per cent of the female teachers had three years of college
training} 1 or 14,3 per cent of the male teachers and 7 or 15,9 per cent of
the female teaohers had two years of college training. One or 2,3 per cent
of the female teachers had 1 year of college training.
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TABLE 15
DISTKISUTIOH OF THE EDUCAT lOIIAL STATUS OF THE .iLSMEhTAEY TEACHERS
EaiPLOrED IH AREA I, 3i,.EEl{VILLE COUHTY, SOUTH CAROLINA,
1952-1953








6-13 Graduate hours 3 42.8 2 4.5 5 9.8
♦6-24 hours beyond
Bachelor's 1 14.3 8 18.2 9 17.6
♦3-16 hours beyond
Bachelor's 0 0 6 13.6 6 11.8
Bachelor Degree 1 14.3 5 11.4 6 11,8
3 years of College 1 14.8 15 34,1 16 31.4
2 years of College 1 14.3 7 15.9 8 15.7
1 year of College 0 1 2.3 1 1.9
Total 7 13.73 44 86,27 51 100.0
*Uiidergraduate hours beyond the bachelor's degree without graduate
credit.
P\u*ther, Table 15, reTeals that 25 or 49,0 per cent of the teachers in
Greemrille County had 1-S years of college training; that 6 of 11,8 per
cent had earaed a bachelor's degree.
The data indicate that too large a portion that is, 49.00 per cent of
the teachers in Oreenville County, South Carolim do not possess the ninimum
training for their teaching job. Again, 16 or 29,4 per cent of these
teachers have earned credit hours beyond the baoheltnr's degree level, but
4S
haTO not planned this added training for graduate credit. Five or 9.8
per cant of these teachers have earned from 6 up to 18 graduate hours of
credit in advanced work. It would appear wise for these teachers, who are
no« doing work above the bachelor level and without graduate credit, should
change this policy and pursue their added training in terms of graduate
credit looking toward the ultimate obtainment of an advanced degree.
N\«nber of Teaching Years.i»«»The data on the total years of teaching
experience of the fifty-one elementary teachers in Greenville County, South
Carolina, are presented in Table 16, below.
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL KUMjEH OS' TEACHING TEARS OF THE
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS EMPLOYED IN AREA I, GREENVILLE










Years 0 0 3 6.8 3 6.9
2-7 years 4 67.1 12 27.1 16 31.4
7-14 years 1 14.3 14 51.8 16 29.4
14 or more 2 28.6 16 34.2 17 33.3
Total 7 15.73 44 86.27 51 100.0
Table 16, reveals that not any of the male teachers and 3 or 5,3 per cent
of the fe.-nale teachers had tau^t less than two years | 4 or 57.1 per oent
of the male teasers and 12 or 27.1 per oent of the female teachers had
taught 2-7 years; 1 or 14.5 per oent of the male teachers and 14 or 51.8
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per eent of the female teachers had taught 7 • 14 years. Two or 28.6
per cent of the male and 15 or 34.2 per cent of the fmale teachers had
tau^t 14 or more years.
The findings revealed that the total teaching experience for the majority
or 62,7 per cent of these teachers was better than seven years. Or, there
were 32 or 62.7 per cent of the teachers had taught 7-14 years or more,
16 or 31.4 per cent of t he teachers had taught from 2-7 years and 8 or
5.9 per cent of the fcnnale teachers had taught one year.
The data would appear to indicate that these t eachers mi^t have enjoyed
their teaching experiences and were interested in school community develop¬
ment as evidenced by their lengthened teaching experiences in the same county.
Tenure of the Blancntary Teachers.—The data on the tenure of the teach¬
ing personnel in Area 1, Greenville County, South Carolina, are presented
in Table 17, page 45. One or 14.3 per cent of the male teatdiers and 8 or
18,2 per cent of the female teachers had taught less than 2 years | 3 or
42.8 per eent of the male teachers and 19 or 43.2 per cent of the femle
teachers had tau^t 2-7 years; 2 or 28.6 per eent of the male teachers
and 8 or 18.2 per cent of the female teachers had taught 7-14 years.
One or 14.3 per eent of the male teachers and 9 or 20.4 per eent of the
female teachers had taught 14 years or more.
It would aooear that the school units in Greenville County, South
Carolina possess a reasonably hi^ degree of holding power of their respec¬
tive teachers as evidenced by the long years of service therein.
Ceirtif ioation of the Fifty-one Elementary Teadiers.—The data on the
certification of the 51 elementary teachers in Area 1, Greenville County.
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TABLE 17
DISTRIBUTION OF TENURE OF THE ELUMEIffARY TEACHERS EMPLOYED IN










years 1 14.3 8 18.2 9 17,6
2-7 years 3 42.8 19 43.2 22 43.5
7-14 years 2 28.6 8 18.2 10 19.5
14 years or more 1 14.3 9 20.4 10 19.5
Total 7 13.73 44 86.27 51 100.00
South Carolina, 1952-1953, are presented in Table 18, page 46. The data
will be discussed under three captionst kinds of certificates, classes of
certificates, and grades of certificates.
Kinds of Certificates.—The data revealed that of the 51 teaoherst that
6 or 11.7 per cent of the teachers held probationai^ certifcates; that 20
or 39,2 per oent of the teachers held Intermediate Certificates| that 3 or
5.8 per cent of the teachers held Intermediate Professional Certificates.
Nine or 17.6 per cent ofUie teachers held advanced professional certificatesi
and 13 or 26.3 per oent of the teachers held permanent professional certi¬
ficates.
Class of Certificates.—The data further revealed that 1 car 1.9 per cent
of the teachers held certificates in Class IIj that 26 or 49.0 per oent of
the teaohors held certificates in Class III| 16 or 31.4 per cent of the
teachers held certificates in Class lY, advaneedi that 8 or 16.7 per cent
T&SIE 18
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Categories* Number P* C, Number P, c. Number P. c.
Group
1 1 1*9 5 9.8 6 11.7
2 2 3.9 18 86.8 20 89.2
2P 1 1.9 2 8.9 8 5.8
7
8 2 8*9 7 13.7 9 17.6


































B 6 11.8 3*6 70,6 42 82.4
C 1 1.9 8 15.7 9 17.6
D
^Stata Superintendant of Education, 82 Annual Report (1950),
*GR0UPSt
Group 1 « Probationary, for all beginning toaohera
Group 2 — Intermediate (lose than 18 eemeeter hours of professional education ) 2-6- years
experience*
Group 2P — Intermediate Professional, 2-6 years experience*
Group 7 — Limited AdTanoed, issued to any teaoher with the grade of A or B on the National
Teacher Examination, with fourteen years of experienoe and a miniaum of 13 semester hours of professional
eduoation, who has beooma eligible for Class III under reoertifioation, oa the basis of ten years of
experienoe, prorided he or shoe has earned a minimum of 18 semester hours of credit sinoe July 1, 1942,
Suoh teachers will be held in the pay bracket of ten years of experienoe until they hare met the
prescribed requirements for adxanoemsnt*
Group 8 — Adwauoed Professionql — 7-18 years experienoe*
Group 4 — Permanent Professional, 14 or more years of experienoe*
CLASSES I
Class I — A master's degree in education or a master's degree with a major in eduoation and
a minor in the subject or area of the certificate or Tiee-Tersa*
Class II — A bachelor's degree plus a minimum of eighteen semester hours of graduate credit*
Class III — Alaohelor's degree
Class lY — Adwanoed — Three years of college credits
Class nr — Two years of college credits
Class T — Less than two years of college credits
GRADES<
B ) Issued to any teacher that scores A, B, C, and D, on the National Teachers Examination*
C )
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of the teachers held certificates in Class IV{ and 1 or 1*9 per cent of
the teachers held certificates in Class V.
Grades Scored on National Twichers Examination.*—»The data also revealed
that 42 or 82«4 per cent of the teachers scored B on the National Teachers
Examination! and that 9 or 17«6 per cent of the teachers scored C on the
National Teachers Examination.
The findings indicated that not any of the teachers scored below a C
on the National Teachers Examination. It is quite obvious that the greater
number of the 51 Negro teachers scored B on ihe National Teachers Examina*
tion.
Salary Schedule for Teachers»»-The data on the salary schedule of the
fifty-one Negro elementary geaohers of Greenville County, South Carolina,
are presented in Table 19, page 48, which reveals the facts to followst
one or 14.3 per cent of the male teachers salary and 7 or 15.9 per cent of
the female teachers salary ran^d from 1259-4274, $244 - $259 1 3 or 42.8
per cent of the male teadiers and 1 or 2.3 per cent of the female teachers
salary ranged grom |244«$259. No male and I or 2.3 per cent of the fonale
teachers salary ranged from $229 - t244| 1 or 14.3 per cent of the male
teachers salaiy and 3 or 14.28 per cent of the female teachers salary
ranged from |214 - $229. No male and 8 or 18.2 per cent of the female
teachers salary ranged from$199 - $214! 1 or 14.3 per cent of the male
teachers and 2 or 4.5 per cent of the female teachers salary ranged from
$184 - $199} no male and 8 or 18.2 per cent of the female teachers salsuy
rai.ged from $169 - $184. No male teachers and 3 or 14.28 per cent of the
female teasers salary ranged from $154 - $169} that 2 or 4.5 per cent of
the female teachers salary ranged from $159 - $154} that 1 or 2.S per cent
of the female teachers salary ranged from $124 - $139. One or 14.3 per
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TABLE 19
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#259 - #274 1 14,3 7 15.9 8 16.7
^44 - #269 3 42.8 1 2.3 4 7.9
#229 - #244 1 2.3 1 1.9
$214 - #229 1 14.3 3 14.28 4 7.9
$199 - #214 8 18.2 8 15.7
#184 - #199 1 14.3 2 4.6 3 6.9
#1S9 - #184 8 18.2 8 15.7
1164 - #169 3 14.28 3 5.9
#139 - #154 2 4.5 2 5.9
fl24 - #159 1 2.3 1 1.9
#109 - #124 1 14.3 5 11.4 6 11.9
$ 94 - #109 1 2,3 1 1.9
I 79 - $ 94 I 2.3 1 1.9
# 64 - 1 79 1 2.3 1 1.9
Total 7 13.75 44 86.27 51 100.00
^eadiers were paid on 12 months basis.
cent of the mala teachers and 5 or 11.4 per cent of the female teachers
salary ranged from |109 - #124j 1 or 2,3 per cent of the female teachers
salary ranged from |79 - !E94, One or 2,3 per cent of the female teachers
salary ranged from ^64 - $79,
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Twenty-five or 61,0 per cent of the teachers* salary ranged above ^200j
24 or 45,2 per cent of the teachers* salary ranged above 4100» and 2 or
5,8 i«r cent of the the teachers* salary ranged below 4100,
Membership In Educational Associations,—The data on the nianber of mem¬
berships held in educatioiuil associations by the fifty-one hegro elementary
teachers of Greenville County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 20,
page 50, Two or 28,6 per cent of the male teachers and 43 or 97.7 per oent
of the fttnale teachers were members of Greenville County Teachers Associa¬
tion} 5 or 71.4 per cent of the male teadiers and 42 or 95,4 per oent of
the female teachers were monbers of the Palmetto State Teachers Association;
and 5 or 71,4 per cent of the male teachers and S3 or 75,0 per cent of the
female teachers were members of the National Educational Association. Four
or 28,6 per oent of the male teachers and 19 or 43.2 per oent of the female
teachers were memberes of the American Teachers Association. Two or 28.6
per cent of the male teachers and 1 or 2,3 per oent of the female teachers
were not affiliated with any professional organisation. The male teachers
showed 2 to 1, to the female teachers in non-affiliation in prof essional
organisations, Cr to put it percentage-wise, the Negro male teachers were
13-fold times indifferent to the advantages of participation in professional
organisations as were the Negro female teachers.
The data reveal that the teachers are professional minded because the
membership in the various organisations ranged from 46,09 per cant to 92,25
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2 28.6 43 97.7 45 88.23
Palmetto State
Teachers Association 5 71.4 42 95.4 47 92.16
National Educational
Association 6 71.4 53 76.0 58 74.51
American Teachers
AssociAtion 4 47.1 19 42.2 25> 45.09
No Affiliation 2 28.6 1 2.3 5 5.88
Total 7 13.73 44 86.27 61 100.0
Professional Books and Megatines Read by the Teachers .—The data on the
number of professionel books end me^esines reed by the fifty-one Negro
elementery teechers of Greenville County, Aree I, South Caroline, ere pre¬
sented in ^eble 21, pege 51. Twenty-nine dr 36.7 per cent of the teeohers
reed professionel books, end 50 or 100.0 per oent of the teeohers reed
professiouel megasines. Five or 71.4 per cent of the male teachers end 24
or 47.1 per cent of the ferns Is teeohers reed professionel books. Seven or
100.0 per oent of tiie male teachers end 45. or 84.1 of the female teachers
reed professionel siegecines.
Further, Table 21, revealed that 29 or 36.7 per oent of the elementary
teeohers had professional books in their libraries.
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TABLE 21
DISTIilBOTION OF PROFESSlOfAL BOOKS AND uAGAZIHES READ BY AND IN
THE POSSESSION OF ELi!35ENTARY TEACHERS EMPLOYED IN AREA I
GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA, 1952-1955
SB3SSKS
Professional Books
and Male Female Total
Magazixses Nimber Per cent Nvraber Per cent Ninaber Per cent
Books 5 71.4 24 47.1 29 56.7
Magazines 7 100.0 45 84.1 60 98.0
Total 12 16.2 67 84.8 79 100.0
It was quite ewident from tdie findings that the teachers need to Increase
their purchase of professional books and subscriptions to professional
magazines.
The data revealed that the teachers needed help in identifying and
classifying professional literature} for in responding to the questionnaire
many of the teachers could not or did not differentiate between professional
and non-professional reading materials.
Tl» Personality Traits of the Teachers
This section of the analysis and interpretation of the data will deal
with the personality traits of the fifty-one Negro teachers in Greenville
County (Area I), South Carolina. These data on the personality traits as
measured by the California Test of Personality will be presented in Tables
22 through 57, and will be discussed in this order in the immediate paragraphs
to follow
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Results on the California Test of Personality (Self-Adjustment)««—
The data obtained front the scores on the total self-adJustiMnt oomponent of
the California 1‘est of Personality of the fifty-one Negro teachers in
Greenville County (Area I), South Carolina, are presented in Table 22, page
55, which reveals the following significant factst the scores ranged from a
low of 40 to a hi{^ of 89, to show a mean score of 71«71 and a median score
of 72»68, The mean score of 71,71 was equivalent to an index of the 68th
percentile norm, which was 18 points above the mean level of expectancy.
It would appear that this g*oup of teachers is well above the norm
of expeotanoy on the self-adjustment component of this test.
Results on the California Test of Persaonlity (Self-Reliance,)— The
data obtained from the scores on the self-reliance oomponent of the Cali¬
fornia Test of Personality of the fifty-one teachers in Greenville County,
South Carolina, are presented in Table 23, page 64, which reveals the
significant facts to follow. The scores ranged from a low of 1 to a high
of 15, to show a mean score of 13,73 and a median score of 13,28. The
mean soore of 13,73 was equivalent to an index of the 82nd percentile norm,
whi^ was 32 points above the mean level of expectancy.
It would appear that this group of teachers is markedly high above
the norm of expectancy on the self-reliance component of this test. The
data would appear also to izidicate that these teachers are not dependent
on others, but do their work with a marked degree ef confidence in their
own performanee.
Results on the California Test of Personality (Sense of Personal-Worth),—
The data obtained from the scores on the sense of personal worth oomponent
of the California Test of Personality of the fifty-one teachers in
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TABLE 22
FRaQUEUCy DISTRIBUTION OF TBS RAW SCORES OBTAINED ON (SELF ADJUSTMENT)
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSO. ALITY BY TUB FIFTY-ONE TEACHERS E'^PLOYED
IN GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA, 1962-1955
Scores Frequency Per cent
86 - 89 4 7.8
80 - 84 7 15.8
75 - 79 8 16,7
70 - 74 14 27.4
66 - 69 7 15,8
60- 64 7 15,8
65 - 59 2 5.9
50-54 1 1.9






Gbreenvllle, County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 24, page 66,
which reveals ■Bxe following significant factss the scores ranged from a low
of 1 to a high of 14, to show a aean score of 10.96 and a median score of
11.72. The mean score of 10.96 was equivalent to an idex of the 79th
per centile norm, sfcich was 29 points above the mean level of expectancy.
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TABI£ 23
FRiiQUENCY DISTRIBUTIOH OF THE EA/l SCORES OBTAINED ON (SEU^ RELUHCE)
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY BY THE FIFTY-ONE TEACHERS OF
GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA 1962-1955
Soores Frequency Per cent
16,0 - 15,9 8 15.2
14.0 - 14,9 6 11.4
13.0 - 13,9 16 30.4
12,0 - 12.9 10 19.0
11.0 - 11.9 6 11.4
10.0 - 10,9 1 1.9
9.0 - 9.9 1 1.9
8.0 - 8.9 0 0
7,0 - 7.9 0 0
6.0 - 6.9 1 1.9
6.0 - 6,9 1 1.9
4.0 - 4.9 0 0
3,0 - 3.9 0 0
2^0 * 2 tid 0 0










PREQDEWCY DISTRIBUTION Ox^ THR HAW SCORES OBTAINED ON (SExNSE OF
PERSONAL WORTH) CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY BY THE
FIFTY-ONE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS OP GREENVILLE COUNTY,
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1952-1953
Scores Frequency Par cent
14.0 - 14,9 2 3.8
13.0 - 13,9 7 13.3
12.0 - 12.9 14 26.6
11.0 - 11.9 9 17.6
10,0 - 10-9 6 11,4
9.0 - 9.9 7 13.7
8.0 - 8.9 3 5.9
7.0 - 7.9 1 1.9
6.0 - 6.9 0 0
5.0 - 5.9 0 0
4.0 - 4.9 1 1.9
3.0 — 3,9 0 0
2.0 — 2.9 0 0








It would appear that this group of teachera ranked well aboTs the
norm of expectancy on the sense of personal-worth component of this test*
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TABLE 25
FRJSQDEHCI DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCC®ES OBTAINED ON (SENSE CP
PEHSOML FREEDC24) CALIFOIffllA TEST OF PEESOIiALITY BY THE
FIFTY-ONE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS OF GREENVILLE COUiCY,
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1952-1965
Scores Frequency Per cent
16.0 - 16.9 4 7.9
14.0 - 14.9 3 6.9
13.0 - 15.9 6 11.4
12.0 - 12.9 11 21,5
11.0 - 11.9 7 13.7
10.0 - 10.9 4 7.9
9.0 - 9.9 6 11.4
8.0 - 8.9 5 9.8
7.0 - 7.9 1 1.9
6.0 - 6.9 1 1.9






The data would appear to indicate that these teachers hare a reasonably high
per cent of faith in themselves, which perhaps is due to the high regard
their employers have shown for their work as well as their feelings of dignity
and integrity in their social contacts.
Results on the Califwnia Test of Peirsonality (Personal Freedma),—The
data obtained from the scores on the personal-freedom component of the Cali¬
fornia test of Personality of the Fifty-one teaohers in Chreenville County,
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South Carolina, are presented In Table 25, page 56, which repealed 'tiie
significant facts to follow. The scores ranged from a low of 6 to a high
of 15, to show a stean score of 11,20 and a median score of 12,19, The mean
score of 11,20 was equivalent to an index of iiie 38th percentile norm,
which was 12 points below the mean level of expectancy.
It would appear that this group of teachers is below the norm of
expectancy on the sense of personal freedom component of this test. The
data Would also appear to indicate that these teachers do not manifest an
optimum development of the quality or feeling of personal freedom in their
social situations.
Results on the California Test of Personality (Feeling of Belonging).
The data obtained from the scores on the feeling of belonging component of
the California Test of Personality for the 51 teachers in Ch'esnville
County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 26, page 68, sdiioh reveals
the following significant factss the scores ranged from a low of 1 to a
hi^ of 15, to show a mean score of 15,54 and a median score of 14,26, The
mesm score of 15,54 was equivalent to an index of the 65 percentile norm,
which was 15 poiunbs above the mean level of expeotanoy.
It would appear that this group of teachers is slightly above the norm
of expectancy on the feeling of belonging oonponent of this test. The
data would also appear to indicate that these teachers possess to a reason**
able degree the feeling of "belongingness” in social sitttations which is so
essential to successful and happy partiol]E»ition in activities in group re¬
lationships,
Reeults on the Claifomia Test of Personality (Freedom from Withdrawing
Tendeneies),— The data obtained from the scores on the freedom from with-
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TABLE 26
KRECiEUIiCy DISTEIBDTIOS OF THE RAH? SCORES OBTAINED ON (FEELING OP
BELONGING) CALIFORNU TEST OF PERSONALIiy BY THE FIFTY-ONS
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS OP GREENVILLB COUNTY^ SOUTH
CAROLINA 1962-1965
Scores Freqv»ney Par cent
16,0 - 16,9 10 19.0
14,0 - 14.9 21 41.2
13.0 - 13,9 4 7,9
12,0 - 12,9 11 21.5
11,0 - 11,9 3 5.9
10.0 - 10.9 1 1.9
9.0 - 9.9 0 0
8,0 - 8,9 0 0
7,0 - 7.9 0 0
6.0 - 6.9 0 0
5.0 — 6,9 0 0
4,0 - 4.9 0 0
5.0 - 3.9 0 0
2,0 - 2,9 0 0







FRSQUbSCy DISTRIBUTION OF THb HAW SCORES OBTAINED ON (FREEDOM FROM
WITHDRAWING TSIDENCIES) CALIFORNIA TEST OF PSRSONALITI BY THE
FIFTY-OHE BLEMiJiTARY TEACHERS OF GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1952-1953
Scores PreqTjency Per cent
15.0 - 15.9 14 27.4
14.0 - 14.9 11 21.5
13.0 - 13.9 8 15.7
12.0 - 12.9 7 13.7
11.0 - 11.9 5 5.9
10.0 - 10.9 4 7.9
9.0 - 9.9 1 1.9
8.0 - 8.9 2 3.9





drawing tendeneias O(»iponent of the California Test of Personality of the
51 teachers in OreenTllle County, South Carolina, are presented in Table
27, aboTe, s^ioh reveals the following significant factst the score ranged
from a low of 7 to a high of 15, to show a mean score of 15.28 and a median
score of 13.94. The mean score of 15.28 was equivalent to an index of the
78th percentile norm, adiioh was 28 points above the mean level of confidence.
It would appear that this group of teachers is hi^ above the norm of
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expeotanoy on the freedom from withdrawing tendenoiea component of this
test. The data would also appear to indicate that these teachers are not
too sensitire or over concerned about themselves in social situations as
to have a feeling of Inadequacy and thereby withhold participation in their
everyday group relationships.
Results on the California Test of Personality (Freedom from Nervous
Symptoms.—The data obtained from the scores on the Freedom from Nervous
Symptoms component of tiie California Test of Personality of the 51 teachers
in Greenville County^ South Carolina, are presented in ^able 28, page 61,
which reveals the following sign! icant facts* the scores ranged from a
low of 6 to a hig^ of 15, to show a mean score of 12.48 and a median score
of 13.10. The mean score of 12.48 was equivalent to an index of the 62
percentile norm, which was 12 points above the mean level of expectancy.
It would appear that this group of teachers is slightly above the norm
of expectancy on the freedom fr<aB nervous symptoms component of this test.
The data would appear also to indicate that these teacdiers might be able
to perform their tasks without undue amount of nervous tension and its
consequent "stresses and strains" upon the individual*s life.
The Results on the California Test of Personality (Sooial Adjustnwnt).»«»
The data obtalnad from the scores on the total sooial adjustment component
on the Salifcs*nia Test of Personality of the fifty-one teadiers in Greenville
County, South Carolim, are presented in Table 29, page 62, whic^ reveals
the following significant facts* the scores ranged from a low of 15 to a high
of 89, to show a mean score of 67.80 and a median score of 68.25. The
mean score of 67.80 was equivalent to an index of the 64 pereentile nox*m,
whioh was 14 points above the mesm level of expeetanoy on the social adjust-
menr oomponent of this test.
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TABLE 28
FR£QU£,NCy DISTKIBuTiON OF TliE RAW SCOi^ES OBTAIliED OS (FRiiLDOM FROM
NERTOUS STaiPTOMS) CALIFCSiRIA TEST OF PERSONALITY BY THE FIPTY-
Ol'E BLE^EOTARY TEACHERS OF GHEEHVILLB COUIJTI, SOUTH CARO¬
LINA, 1952-1963
Scores Frequency Per cent
15,0 - 16.9 14 27,4
14.0 - 14.9 7 13.7
13,0 - 13.9 5 9.8
12,0 - 12,9 5 9.8
11.0 - 11.9 4 7.9
10,0 - 10.9 4 7.9
9,0 - 9.9 8 15,7
8.0 — 8.9 0 0
7,0 - 7.9 3 6.9





The teachers scored markedly high on the social adjustment component whl^
might Indicate that the teachers are able to adjust themselves to various
aotivities pertaining to occupation, ccxomunity, and family relationships,
F.esults on the California Test of Fersanaiity (Social Standards),—The
data obtained from the scores on the social standards oompoioent of the Cali¬
fornia Tost of Personality of the 61 teachers in Greenville County, South
Carolina, are presented in Table 30, page 63, which reveals the following
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TABLi*’ 29
F?J5QUiJJCY DISTHIBimON OF TH;,' F.AW SCORES OBTAIFiiD ON (SOCIAL
ADJUSTMENT) CALIFOfJBIA TEST OF PERSOMLITT BY TITE FIFTY-
ONE ELE^Ta'JITARY TEACITSPS OF GREEKVILU: COt!?TY, SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1952-1953
9B3
Scores Freqviency Per cent
85 - 89 3 5.9
80-84 7 15.7
75 - 6 9.8
70 - 74 6 11.4
66 - 69 6 11.4
60-64 10 19.0
55 - 59 9 17.6
50-54 3 5.9
45 - 49 1 1.9
40-44 0 0
35 - 39 0 0
30 - 34 0 0












FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OP THE RAW SCORES OBTAINED ON (SOCIAL
STMDARDS) CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY BY THE FIFTY-
ONE ELEMENTARY TEACHERS OP GTtESNVILLB COUNTY, SOUTH
CAROLINA, 19&2-195S
Scores Frequency Per cent
15,0 - 16,9 9 17.6
14.0 - 14,9 12 23,5
13,0 - 13,9 5 9.8
12.0 - 12.9 12 23.5
11,0 - 11.9 6 11.4
10.0 - 10.9 5 9.8
9.0 - 9.9 0 0
8.0 - 8.9 1 1.9
7.0 - 7.9 0 0
6,0 - 6.9 0 0
6,0 •• 5,9 0 0
4,0 • 4,9 0 0
3.0 - 3.9 0 0
2.0 - 2.9 0 0






significant factst the scores ranged from a low of 1 to a hi^ of 15« to show
a mean score of 13»69 and a median score of 13.04* The mean score of 13.69
was equivalent to an index of the 88 percentile norm, which was 38 points
above the mean level of exoeotancy.
It would aonear that this grouo of teachers is very hi^ above the
norm of expectancy on the component of social standards of this test.
The data would also appear to indicate that the teadxers have desirable
social standards and mi^t be able to get along with and be accepted by
others.
Results on the California Ter.t of Personality (Social Skills).»«»The data
obtained from the scores on the social skills component of the California
Test of Personality of 61 teachers in Greenville County, South Carolina,
are presented in Table 31, page 65, which reveals the following significant
facts t the scores ranged from a low of 1 to a hi^ of 15 to show a mean
score of 10.75 and a medisn score of 11.42. The mean score of 10.75 was
equivalent to an index of the 66 percentile norm, wnich was 16 points above
the mean level of expectancy. It would appear that this group of teadiors is
appreciably above the norm of expectancy on the total score component of
social skills on this test. The data would appear to indicate that these
teachers have a high per cent of social intelligence and should be able to
easily adjust to any social situation.
Results on the California Test of Personality (Freedom from Anti-Soeial
Tendencies).-»»The data obtained from the scores on the rresdom from Anti-
Social Tendencies component of the California Test of Personality of the
51 teachers in Greenville County, South Carolina, are presented in Table
32, page 66, which reveals the following sigpificai* facts $ the scores ranged
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TABLE 51
FREQiJiiNCY DISTIilBBTION OF THi RAW SCORES OBTAINED ON (SOCIAL SKILLS)
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY BY THE FIFTY-ONE ELEMcaJTARY
TEACHERS OF GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA,
1952-195S
Scores Frequency f^r cent
16.0 - 16.9 3 6.9
14.0 - 14.9 2 3.9
13.0 - 13.9 8 16.7
12.0 - 12.9 9 17.6
11.0 - 11.9 6 11.4
10.0 - 10.9 5 9,8
9.0 - 9,9 7 13.7
8.0 - 8.9 S 5.9
7.0 - 7,9 S 6.9
6.0-6.9 2 5.9
5.0 - 5.9 1 1.9
4.0 - 4.9 0
3.0 - 3.9 0
2.0 — 2.9 0







FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES OBTAINED ON (ANTI-SOCIAL
TENDENCIES) CALIFORNIA TEST OP PERSONALITY BY THE FIFTY-ONE
ELEMENTARY TEACl ERS OF GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH CARO¬
LINA, 1952-1953
Scores Frequency Per cent
15.0 - 16,9 6 9.8
14.0 - 14.9 7 15.7
13.0 - 13.9 12 23.6
12.0 - 12.9 7 13,7
11.0 - 11.9 4 7.9
10.0 - 10.9 6 11,4
9.0 - 9.9 6 9.8
8.0 — 8.9 4 7.9
7.0 - 7,9 0 0
6.0 - 6,9 0 0
6,0 - 6,9 0 0
4.0 - 4,9 0 0
5.0 - 3.9 0 0
2.0 - 2.9 0 0







from a low of 1 to a hi^ of 15 to show a awaja score of 12,07 and a median
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score of 12.TQ. The meua score of 12.07 vas equivalent to an index of
50 percentile nom tdiich was at the mean level of expectancy.
It would appear that this group of teachers is at the nora of ex¬
pectancy on the total score component of anti-social tendencies of this
test. The data would appear to indicate that these teachers possess the
average degree of freedom from anti-social tendencies to be fouiui among
Individuals in a normal population.
Results on the California Test of Personality (Family Relations).—
The data obtained from the scores on the family relations component of the
California Test of Personality of the 51 teachers in Greenville County,
South Carolina are presented in Table S3, page 68, which reveals the
following significant facts i the scores ranged from a low of 1 to a high
of 15, to show a mean score of 12.42 and a median score of 14.17. The mean
score of 12.42 was equivalent to an index of 59 percentile norm, which was
9 points above the mean level of expectancy.
It would appear that this group of teachers is slightly above the norm
of expectancy on 'Uie family z*elatlons ocmponent of this test. The data
would appear to indicate that these teachers possess an average degree of
awareness of and performance in the area of family relations in the social
structure.
Results on the California Test of Personality (Occupation Relations).—
The data obtained from the scores on tiie occupation relations component of
the California Test of Personality of the 51 teachers in Greenville County,
South Carolina, are presented in Table 34, page 69, idii(^ reveals the fol¬
lowing significant factst the scores ranged from a low of 4 to a high of 15,
to show a mean score of 10.59 and a median score of 10.82. The mean score
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TABLE 35
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCO‘^ES OBTAINED ON (FAMILY
RELATIONS) CALIFORNIA TEST OP PERSONALITY BY THE FIFTY-
ONE EIEliENTARY TEACHERS OF GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1952-1953
Soores Frequency Per cent
15.0 - 15.9 11 21,5
14.0 - 14.9 15 29.4
13,0 - 13.9 3 5.9
12.0 - 12,9 5 9.8
11.0 - 11.9 3 5.9
10.0 - 10.9 5 9.8
9,0 - 9.9 3 5.9
8.0 - 8.9 0 0
7.0 - 7.9 1 1.9
6.0 — 6.9 2 3.9
5.0 - 5.9 1 1.9
4.0 - 4.9 1 1.9
3.0 - 3.9 0 0
2.0 — 2.9 0 0








of 10.59 was aquivaleiit to aa index of 61 peroentile norm, tdilch was 11
points above the mean level of expectancy.
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TABLE 54
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OP THE RAW SCORES OBTAINED ON (OCCUPATION
RELATIONS) CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY BY THE FIFTY-ONE
ELS ENTARY TEACHERS OF GREEN7ILLE COUNTY, SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1962-1965
Scores Frequency Per cent
16.0 - 16.9 1 1.9
14.0 - 14.9 6 11.4
15.0 - 15.9 2 5.9
12.0 - 12.9 7 15.7
11.0 - 11.9 6 11.4
10.0 - 10.9 6 11.4
9.0 - 9.9 10 19.6
8.0 - 8.9 5 6.9
7.0 - 7.9 6 9.8
6.0 — 6.9 5 5.9
6.0 - 6.9 1 1.9





It would appear that this group of teadiera is well above the norm of
expectanoy on the component of occupation relations of this test. The
data would appear to indicate that these teachers should be able to get




FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 0? THE RAW SCORES OBTAINED ON (COMMUNITY
RELATIONS) CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY BY THE Flf^Y-ONE
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS OP GRESWILIE COUNTY, SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1962-1963
Socn*e8 Frequenoy Per cent
14,0 - 14,9 3 6,9
13,0 - 13,9 12 23.6
12,0 - 12.9 7 13.7
11.0 - 11.9 4 7.9
10.0 - 10,9 4 7.9
9.0 - 9.9 11 21.6
8,0 - 8,9 4 7.9
7,0 - 7.9 3 6.9
6.0 - 6.9 2 3.9





Results on the California Test of Peraomllty (Community Relationa),—
The data obtaii»d from the scores on the eommunity relations component of
the California ^est of Personality of the 61 teachers in Greenrille County,
South Carolina, are presented in Table 35, above, which reveals the follow¬
ing significant factst the scores ranged from a low of 5 to a high of 14,
to show a mean score of 10,89 and a median score of 11.63. The mean score
of 10,89 was equivalent to an index of 63 percentile norm, which was 3 points
above the mean level of expectancy.
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It would appear that this group of teaAera is slightly above the norm
of expeotaney of the oonuaunity relations ecxaponent of this test. The data
would appear to indicate that these teachers would be able to adjust
normally in their community relationships.
Results on the California Test of Personality (Total Adjustment).<»»
The data obtained from the scores on the total adjustment component of the
California Test of Personality by the fifty»one teachers in Greenville
County, South Carolina, are presented in Table S6, page 72, which reveals
the following si^ifleant facts* the scores ranged trcm a low of 84 to
a high of 169 to show a mean soarm of 157.64 and a median score of 157.50.
The mean score of 157.64 was equivalent to an index of the 65 percentile
norm, «hloh was 15 points above the mean level of expeotaney.
It would appear that these 61 teachers had achieved a personality ad¬
justment significantly above the norm of expectancy whidh would seem te
indicate a very satisfactorily degree of social oompeteney.
Summary of the Basic Data on the Foiarteen Components of the California
Personality Test.—The data obtained from the scores on all the components
on the California Test of Personality of the fifty-one Negro elementary
teachers in Greenville County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 57,
page 73, which reveals the following significant facts* percentile-wise
the scores ranged from a 38 percentile for sense of personal freedom to a
high of the 68 percentile in social standards. Further, it is to be noted
that anti-social tendencies and community relations fell at the SO percentile
and 63 percentile, respectively, which was at or around the norm of ex¬
pectancy; whereas the percentile for the remaining components ranged from
the 59 percentile to the 88 percentile. Again, it is significant to note
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TABLE 36
FREQUErtCY DISTRIBLtlON OF THE SCCEES OBTAIEED ON (TOTAL
ADJUSTi^EKT) CALIFQJiNU TEST OF PEESOKALITY BY THE FIFTY-
ONE EIEMENTART TEACHERS IN AREA I, GEEEWILLE COUNTY,
SOUTH CAROLINA, 1952-1953















it is significant to note that for the total adjustoent score which comprised
the 14 separate cemponents, there was an obtained percentile score of 63
which was IS percentile points abore the norm of expectancy.
It would appear that these 51 Negro elementary school teachers had
achieved a personality adjusiaaent significantly above the norm of expeotan<y




SUMjaRT OF THS BASIC DATA ON THiS FODR.TBEH COMPONENTS AND TOTAL
SCORES AS OBTAINED ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSOrALITY BY
THE FIFTY-ONE NEGRO ELEMENTARY TEACHERS IN AREA I OF
GREBN7ILLE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA, 1962-1965
Percentile
Component Median Mean Norm
Self Adjustment 72.68 71.71 68
Self-Rellanoe 13.28 12.75 82
Sense of PersoimLl Worth 11.72 10.96 79
Sense of Persoml Freedom 12.19 11.20 38
Feeling of Belonging 14.26 13.64 65
Withdrawing Tendencies 13.94 13.29 78
Freedcna from Nerrous
Symptoms 13.10 12.48 62
Sooisl Adjustment 68.26 67.80 64
Soeiml Standards 13.04 13.69 88
Social Skills 11.42 10.76 66
Anti-Sooial Tendencies
(Freedom From) 12.79 12.07 60
Family Relations 14.17 12.42 59
Occupation Relations 10.82 10.69 61
Community Relations 11.63 10.89 63
Total Adjustment 137.60 137.64 63
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Teaching Practices Revealed through "How I Teach"
This section of the analysis and interpretation of the data will be
concerned with an appraisal of the teaching practices of the fifty-one Negro
teachers in GreenTille County (Area I), South Carolina^ as revealed through
their iresponses on the Purdue Teachers Eizaaination* "How I Teach?"* The
data will be presented and discussed under two captionst the total score
responses and the three component score responses* although the test itself
does not provide for separate oomponent scores* These data will be pre¬
sented in Tables S8 and S9* the total-score responses and the oomponent
score responses* respectively* in the subsequent paragraphs.
Results on the Purdue Teachers ExaBnlnation Testt (How I Teadi).—The
data obtained trees, the scores on the Purdue-Teac^ers Examimtion Test*
"How I Teach" by the fifty-one Negro elementary school teachers in Area I*
Greenville County* South Carolina* are presented in Table 38 and 39* pages
75 and 76* which reveal the significant facts indicated in the separate
paragraphs below*
The Table 38 reveals that the total scores on How I Teach ranged fx*om a
low of 8 to a hi^ of 31* to show a mean score 19*72 and a median score of
20*75* The mean score of 19*72 was equivalent to an index of the 27th per¬
centile norm* idiich was 23 points below the mean level of expectancy*
It would appear that this group of teachers is below the norm of ex-
peotanoy in the knowledge of and attitudes towards "teaching procedures"
as indicated on the Purdue Teachers Examination "How 1 Teach* on the total
test*
There is ample evidence from these data to indicate that the teachers
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TABLE S8
SUMMARY OP THE DATA DERIVED FRCa THE SCORES ON THE T ‘ACHING PRACTICES
OPI.aONS AND FACTUAL ITEMS COMPONENTS AS OBTAINED ON THE PURDUE
TEACHERS EXAMINATION -flOW I TEACH- BI FIFTY-ONE NEGRO
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS IN AREA I W GREENVILIE COUNTY
SOUTH CAROLINA^ 1952-1955
Scores Number Per cent
SO - 51 5 5,9
28 - 29 2 5.9
26 - 27 4 7.8
24 - 25 6 11.7
22 - 25 8 15.7
20 - 21 4 7.8
18 - 19 5 9.6
16 - 17 4 7.8
14 - 15 4 7.8
12-15 6 11.7






might not have a clear understanding of child growth and developanent and
good teaohing praotiees. However, it should be kept in mind that the
standardising group was composed of teachers chosen because they were known
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TABLE S9
SUMSJARY OF THE BASIC DATA ON THE THREE COMPONENTS OF THE PURDDB
TEST* Em I TEACH? AS OBTAINED FROM THE SCORES OF THE PIFTT-
ONS NSaRO ELEiCBNTARY TEACHERS IN AREA I OF GREBNVILUS
COUfTT, SOUTH CAROLINA, 1952 -1953
Scores





16.0 - 16.9 0 1 0
16.0 - 15.9 1 1 0
14.0 - 14.9 1 1 0
13.0 - 13.9 2 0 0
12.0 - 12.9 5 4 0
11.0 - 11.9 6 3 0
10.0 - 10.9 3 6 0
9.0 -> 9.9 3 6 0
8.0 •• 8.9 8 4 1
7.0 - 7.9 5 8 0
6.0 - 6.9 6 4 3
5.0 - 5,9 5 6 6
4.0 - 4.9 5 5 18
5.0 - 8,9 1 0 9
2.0 - 2.9 0 2 9
0 - 1.9 0 0 5
Total 51 51 51
Mean 8.65 8.46 4.09
Median 8.44 8.06 4.14
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to be •xoeptionally well trained and employed in eohools that conduct good
profeasional in^serYice training for the teachers^ grade and bi^ eohoolj
teachers who were rated as "best* by their principals and superintendents
who held positions of leadership and suthority in the schools idiioh par*
tioipated in the Yalidation of the instrument. All had been in the posi*
tions, which they then held for fiYS or more years.
Teaching Practices.—The data on the oomponent "Teaching Practices"
of the Purdue Teachers Examination "How I Teach?" as rsYealed by the ob*
tained scores of the fifty-one Negro elementary teachers in GreenYille
County^ South Carolina, are presented in Table S9. which reYealed the fol¬
lowing factst the scores ranged from a low of 3 to a hi^ of 15. to show
a mean soore of 8.65 and a median score of 8.44. Further. Table 39 reYealed
that 22 or 43.7 per cent scored below the mean class-lnterYal with 8 or 15.7
per cent scoring within the mean class-intarYal.
Opinions.—The data on the oomponent "Opinions" of the Purdue Teachers
Examination "How I Teach?" as reYealed by the obtained scores of the fifty-
one teachers of OreenYille County. South Carolina, are presented in Table
39 as followst the scores ranged firora a low of 2 to a high of 16. to show
a mean soore of 8.46 and a median score of 8.06. Further. Table 26 reYealed
that 17 or 35.3 per cent scored below the mean olass-intez^l with 8 or
15.7 per oenb scoring within the mean olass-interYal.
Factual Items.—The data on the oomponent "Factual Items" of the Purdue
Teachers Examination "How I Teach?" as reYealed by the obtained scores of
the fifty-one teachers of CreenYille County. South Carolina, are presented
in Table 39 which reYealed the follawingi the scores ranged from a low of
1 to a hi^ of 8. to show a mean seore of 4.09 and a median score of 4.14.
Fiirther. Table 39 reYealed that 23 or 45.1 per cent of the teaohera scored
below the mean olass-interYal with 18 or 35.5 per cent scoring within the men
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olas8-izttorval*
Theso d»ta would appear to indieate that these t eaohers do not realise
that all behavior is an attempt to meet some need] they do not recognise
the nature of individual differences | they do not understand how to moti»
vate ehildreni they do not consider the effeet of fail\tre| and they sure
unaware of the laws of learning, and the present kztowledge relative to
formal discipline•
Ages and School Achievement of the Fourth and Sixth
Grade Pupils in the Elementary Schools, Green¬
ville County, South Carolina, 1952-196S
This section of ths analysis and interpretation of the data will deal
with the ages and school ai^ievement of the one hundred and forty-ei^t
fourth-grade and the one hundred and fifty-four sixth grade pupils in the
elementary schools, Greenville County, Area I, South Carolixun, 1952-1953,
These data on the ages and school achievement of these fourth and sixth
graders ai^ presented in Tables 40 through 54, and will be discussed in
this order in the subsequent paragraphs.
One index of the teaching proficiency to be found in the Teaching-
Learning Situation is the scshool accomplishment of ths pupils. Henee^ it
was deemed pertinent to administer the Stanford Achievement Tests< Inter¬
mediate Arithmetic, Form-E6i and Intermediate Language Arts, Form-EU, to
the 148 fourth-grade pupils and the 154 sixth-grade pupils who were the
subjects of this research. These tests were administered between March
15 and April 14, 1953, According to the Manual, in the interpretation of
test results at this tiios of the school year, one should add to the grade
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equivalent of the obtained scores a 0*7 grade-placement index. Therefore«
the expected grade-placement of these fourth-grade pupils was 4.7 and that
of the sixth-grade pupils was 6.7. These grade-placements, therefore, are
the criteria of the interpretation of the data on the aohievement expectancy
of the pupils aecomplishiaexit in this research.
Chronological A^es ef the 148 Fourth Grade and 154 Sixth Grade Pupils.—
The data obtained on the chronological ages of the 148 fourth grade pupils
and the 154 sixth grade pupils in Area I. Greenville County. South Carolina.
1952-1965. are presented in Table 40g page 80. The analysis of the data
in Table 40 reveals that the a^s of the 148 fotnrth grade pupils ages ranged
from a low of 8-4 years to a high of 15-0 years, to show a mean-age of
10-11.15 and a median-age of 10-6.62. The stean-age of 10-11.15 was equiva¬
lent to an index of grade 5.9. which indicated that the fourth ^ade pupils
in Area I. were 1.2 below the grade level of expectancy.
Table 40. revealed further, that tlui 154 sixth grade pupils* ages
ranged from a 10-4 to a ,hi^ of 16-8. to show a mean-age of 12-7.19 and a
median age of 12-5.42. The mean of 12-7.19 was equivalent to an index of
grade 7.5. which Indicated that the sixth grade pupils were .8 below the
grade level of expectancy.
There were 54 or 56.5 per cent of the fourth grade pupils above the age
of 10-10. and 67 or 43.5 per cent of '&e sixth grade pupils above the age
of 12-7.
It appears that serioias consideration should be given to instructional
programs, whereby it would be possible for a larger per cent ef the pupils
to achieve at the expected level indicated by the grmde-placement norms for
the grades in idiieh they are ezirolled.
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TABLE 40
DISTRIBUTION OF THB CBRONOLOOICAL AOiiS OF THE ONE HUNDRED AND FORTY-
EIGHT FOURTH GRADE AISD THE ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY-FOUR SIXTH GRADE




(Months) Fourth (hrade Sixth-Grade
200 - 204 0 1
196- 199 0 1
190 - 194 0 1
186 - 189 0 1
180 - 184 1 2
176 - 179 5 2
170 - 174 2 6
165 - 169 5 9
160- 164 6 11
165 - 159 7 19
150 - 164 7 21
146 - 149 11 26
140 - 144 6 28
135 - 139 9 17
ISO - 134 13 6
125 - 129 8 2
120 - 124 21 1
115 - 119 16 0
110 - 114 16 0
106 - 109 7 0
100 - 104 13 0
Total 148 154
Mean 10-11.16 12-7.19
Median 10- 5.52 12-6.42
Results on the Stanford Achiarement Test (Paragraph Meaning) for th»
148 Fourth-Grade Pupils,— The data obtained from the scores on the paragraph
meaning component of the Stanford Acaiievement Test by the 148 fourth grade
pupils in GreenTille County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 41, page
81, which reveals the following significant factsi the scores ranged from a
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TABLE 41
PBEQUENCY DIS'fRIBDTIOH OF THii RAW SCCKSS ON (PARAGRAPH MEANING)
STANFORD ACHIKVEM*:.® TiiST OBTAINED BY THE ONE HIDIDRED FORTY
EIGHT FOURTH GRADE PUPILS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN
AREA I, GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA, 1952-1955





47 - 49 2 1.55 4.9 - 5.1 9-11 - 10-2
tow1 1 •68 4.6 -4.8 9-7 - 9-9
41 - 43 4 2.70 4.5 - 4.5 9-5 - 9-6
58-40 7 4.73 4.0 - 4.2 9-0 - 9-2
56 - 57 14 9.46 5.7 - 5.9 8-8 - 8-11
52 - 34 16 10.81 3.4 - 3.6 8-5 - 8-7
29 - 31 16 10.81 5«2 • 3^4 8-3 - 8-4
26 - 28 9 6.08 5.0 - 3.1 8-0 — 8—2
23 - 25 41 27.70 2.8 - 2.9 7-9 - 7-11
20 - 22 21 14.12 2.6 - 2.7 7-7 - 7-9
17 - 19 17 11.48 2.4 - 2.5 7-4 - 7-6
Total 148 99.92
Mean 27.49 5.15 8 - 1.33
Median 25.49 2.97 8 - 0.22
low oqu&tod scoro of 17 to a hi^ equated .score of 49, to show a mean
equated score of 49,27, and a median eqtiated score of 25»49» The mean score
of 27.49 Indicated a grade-equlvalmit of 5.15 and an age-equiyalent of
8-1.53, which was 1.57 points or 1.5 years below the level of expeetanoy.
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The Results on the Stanford Aohie-yement Test (Word Mesming, )«—T le data
obtained from the scores on the word meaning oomfonent of the Stanford
Achievement Test by the 148 fourth grade pupils in Greenville County,
South Carolina, are presented in Table 42, page 83, which reveals the fol¬
lowing significant facts* the scores ranged from a low equated score of
19 to a high equated score of 49, to show a metm equated score of 26,85,
and a median equated score of 26.60. The mean equated score of 26.85 indi¬
cated a grade-equivalent of 3,06 and an age-equivalent of 8-0,73 which
was 3.64 point or 3.5 yoars below the level of expeotanoy.
Results on the Stanford Achievement Test (Language Osuage).—The data
obtained from the scores on the language usage component on the S tanford
Achievement Test by the 148 fourth grade pupils in Greenville County, South
Carolina, are presented in Table 43, page 84, which reveals the following
significant factsi the scores ranged from a low equated score of 21 to a
high equated score of 46, to show a ir.ean equated score of 27.44 and a median
equated score of 26.80. The mean equated score of 27.44 indicated a grade-
equivalent of 2.95 and an age-equivalent of 7-11.71, which was 3,75 yesurs
below the level of expectancy.
Results on the Stanford Achievement Test (Spelling),—The data obtained
from the scores on the spelling component on the Steuaford Achievement Test
by the 148 fourth grade pupils in Greenville County, South Carolina, are
presented in Table 44, page 85, which reveals the following significant
facts* the scores ranged from a low equated score of 16 to a high equated
score of 54, to show a tneeui equated score of 25.87 and a mediain equated
score of 25,00. The mean equated score of 25.87 indicated a grade-equiva¬
lent of 3.18 and an age-equivalent of 8-0.28, which was 3.52 points or 3,5
years below the level of expectancy.
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TABLB 42
FRSQUiiMCY D 1STRI BUT IOff OF THd: PAR SCCKES ON (s’iCg-lD MSAKING) STAFFORD
ACHllV:iJST:T TSST OBTAINED BY THS om HTODRED PCJaiY EIGHT FOUHTH
GRADE PUPII5 IN THS ELSSISSTARY SCHOOLS IS AREA I, GREENVILLE
COUNTY, SOUTH CARCa.IKA, 19&2-19&5





43 - 44 2 1.35 4.5 - 4.6 9..6 9-7
41 • 42 1 .68 4.3 - 4,4 9-3 - 9-5
39 • 40 5 2.02 4.1 - 4.2 9-1 - 9-2
37 - 38 1 .68 3.9 - 4.0 8-11 - 9-0
35 • 36 4 2.70 5,7 - 3.8 8—8 — 8-^
33 • 34 12 8.10 3.5 - 3.6 3—6 — 8—7
31 • 32 10 6.75 3.4 - 3.4 8t4 - 8-5
29 - SO 10 6.76 8.2 - 3.8 8-3 - 8-8
27 -28 28 18.91 3.0 - 3.1 8-1 - 8*2
25 - 26 15 10.13 2.9 — 3.0 7-11 - 8.0
23 - 24 34 22,97 2#S • 7-9 - 7-10
21 - 22 26 17.66 2.6 - 2,7 7-8 - 7-9
19 • 20 2 1.56 2.5 • 2.6 7-6 - 7-7
Total 148 99.96
Mean 26.85 3.06 8-0,73
Modiaa 26.60 2.98 8-0.55
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TABLB 4S
FRclQDENCy DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAW SCORES ON (LAIIGUAGE USUAGE)
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST OBTAINED BY THE ONE HUNDRED
FORTY-EIGHT FOURTH GRADE PUPILS IN THE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOLS IN AREA I, GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH
CAROLINA, 1962-1953





45 - 46 1 .68 4.7 - 4.8 9-8 - 9-9
45- 44 1 • 68 4.5 - 4.6 9-6 - 9-7
41 - 42 2 1.35 4.3 - 4,4 9-S - 9-5
39-40 2 1.36 4,1 - 4.2 9-1 - 9-2
37 - 38 2 1.55 3,9 — 4.0 8—11 — 9-0
55 - 36 6 4.05 3.7 - 3.8 8-8 - 8-9
33 - 34 14 9.46 3.5 - 3.6 8-6 - 8-7
51 - 32 9 6.08 3.4 - 3.4 8-4 - 8-5
29 - SO 16 10.13 3.2 - 5,3 8-S - 8-3
27 -28 20 13.61 2.9 - 3.0 7-11 - 8.0
25 - 26 20 13.61 2.9 - 3,0 7-11 - 8-0
23 - 24 39 26.35 2«9 ** 2*9 7-9 - 7-10
21 - 22 17 11.48 2.6 - 2.7 7-8 - 7-9
Total 148 99.98
Mean 27.44 2.95 7-11.71
Median 26.80 3«03 8-0.65
TABLE 44
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PRaQUKNCY DISTiaBUTION OF THd RAW SCORES ON (SPELLING) STANFORD
ACHIEV .MEOT TEST OBTAINED BT THE ONE HONORED FORTY-EIGHT
FOURTH GRADE PUPILS IN THE ELELiENTARY SCHOOLS IN AREA
I, GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA, 1952-1965





52 • 54 1 .68 5.5 - 5,8 10-6 - 10-10
49 — 51 0 0 5.1 - 5.4 10-2 - 10-5
46 • 48 2 1«55 4.8 - 5^0 9-9 - 10-0
43-45 2 1.55 4.5 - 4.7 9-6 - 9-8
40 -42 7 4.75 4.2 - 4.4 9-2 - 9-5
57 - 59 8 5.40 5.9 - 4,1 8-11 - 9-1
54 - 56 4 2.70 5.6 - 5.8 8-7 - 8-9
51 - 55 14 9.46 5.4 - 5.5 8—4 — 8—6
28-50 16 10.15 5.1 - 5.5 8-2 - 8-5
25 - 27 21 14.18 2.9 - 5.0 7-11 - 8-1
22 - 24 9 6.08 2.7 - 2.9 7-9 - 7-10
19 - 21 57 25.00 2.5 - 2.6 7-6 - 7-8
16 - 18 28 18.91 2.5 - 2.4 7-5 - 7-5
Total 148 99.97
Mean 25.87 5.18 8-0,28
Itedian 25.00 2.88 7-10.69
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Results on the Stanford Achieveirent Test (Arithmetic Conputation)»-~
The data obtained from the scores on the Arittmetie Computation component
on the Stanford AchieTement Test by the 148 fourth grade pupils in Greenville
County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 45, page 87, which reveals
the following significant facts* the scores ranged from a low equated
score of 20 to a high equated score of 49, to show a mean equated score of
30.25 and a median equated score of 31.51. The mean equated score of 30.25
indicated a grade-equivalent of 3,36 and an age-equivalent of 8-4,61 which
was 5,34 points or 3,36 years below the level of expectancy.
Results on the Stanford Achievement Test (Arithmetic Reasoning).—
The data obtained from the scores on Arithmetic reasoning component on the
Stanford Achievement Test by the 148 fourth grade pupils in Greenville
County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 46, page 88, which reveals
the following significant facts: to show a mean equated score of 29.99
and a median equated sc(s*e of 30.81. The mean equated score of 29.99
indicated a grade-equivalent of 3,30 and an age-equivalent of 8-3,95,
idiioh was 3.40 points or 3.5 years below the level of expectancy.
Results on the Stanford Achievement Test (Total Scores).—Tlxe data
obtained from the total soores on all of the components on the Stanford
Achievement Test, of the 148 fourth-grade pupils in the elementary schools
of Area I, Greenville County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 47,
page 89, which reveals the following significant facts: the soores ranged
from a low equated score of 16 or a grade-placement of 2,3 and an age-
equivalent of 7-3 to a high equated scare of 64 or a grade-placement of
5,5 and an age-equivalent of 10-6. These fourth-grade pupils were from
1,34 to 1,75 years below the expected grade-placement on the several com¬
ponent eu'eas of the total Stanford Achievement Test.
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TABLE 45
fkequexy distribution of ths raw scores on (aritiimetic cgs.iputation)
STANFORD ACHIEVMEIIT TEEX OBTAINED BY THS ONE HUNDRED FORTY-EIGHT
FOURTH GRADE PUPILS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN AREA I,
GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA, 1962-1965





48 - 49 1 .68 5.0 - 5.1 10-0 - 10-2
46 - 47 0 0 4.8 - 4.9 9-9 - 9-11
44 - 45 0 0 4.6 - 4.7 9-7 - 9-8
42 - 45 1 .68 4.4 - 4.5 9-5 - 9-6
40-41 6 4.05 4.2 - 4.5 9-2 . 9-3
58 - 59 18 12.16 4.0 - 4,1 9-0 - 9-1
56 - 57 8 6.40 5.8 - 3.9 8-9 - 8-11
54 - 55 9 6.08 3,6 - 3.7 8-7 - 8-8
52 - 55 25 16.89 3.4 - 3.5 8-5 - 8-6
30-- 31 15 10.15 3.5 - 5.4 8—5 — 8—4
28 - 29 14 9.46 5.1 - 3.2 8-2 - 8-3
26 - 27 15 10.15 5.0 - 3.0 8-0 - 8-1
24 - 26 15 8.78 2.9 - 2.9 7-10 - 7-11
22 - 23 12 8.10 2,7 - 2.8 7-9 - 7,9
20 - 21 11 7.43 2.6 — 2.6 7-7 - 7-8
Total 148 99.97
Mean 30.26 3.36 8-4.61
Median 51.51 3,37 8-4.76
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TABLE 46
B’RBQU^NCY DISTRIBUTION OF TilE RAW SCORES ON (ARITHMETIC RINISONING)
STANFORD ACHIEVEMENT TEST OBTAINED BY THE ONE HUNDRED FORTY-
EIGHT FOURTH GRADE PUPILS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS IN
AREA I, GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA, 1962-1953
Grade Age
Scores Frequency Per cent SquiTalent Equivalent
62 — 64 1 ,68 6.6 — 6.8 10-6 - 10-lC
49 - 61 0 0 6.1 - 6.4 10-2 - 10-5
46 - 48 1 ,68 4.8 - 5.0 9-9 - 10-0
43 - 45 0 0 4.5 — 4.6 9—6 — 9—8
40-42 0 0 4.2 - 4.4 9.2 . 9-6
37 - 39 8 6.40 3.9 - 4.1 8-11 - 9.-1
34 - 36 25 16.89 3.6 — 3.8 8-7 - 8-9
31 - 33 38 26.67 3.4 - 3.6 B-4 - 8-6
oto1100N 16 10.81 3.1 - 3.3 8-2 . 8-5
25 - 27 41 27,70 2.9 — 3.0 7-11 - 8-1
22 - 24 18 12.16 2.7 - 2.9 7-9 - 7-10
Total 148 99.99
Mean 29,99 3,50 8-5.95
Median 30.81 3.37 8-3
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TABLE 47
FRSQUSSCY DISTBIBIiriON 0? THE RAV? SCORES OS (TOTAL SCORES) STASFOIiD
ACHI.,VSMBNT TiiST OBTAINED BY THE OSS HUNDRED FORTY SIGHT FOURTH







Paragraph Meaziing 25.49 27.49 S.15 8-1.33
Word Meaning 26.60 26.85 3.06 8-0.73
Language Usage 26.80 27.44 2.95 7-11.71
Spelling 26.00 25.87 3.18 8-0.28
Arithmetic Computation 31.61 30.25 3.36 8—4.61
Arithmetic Reasoning 30.81 29.99 3.30 8-3.95
Further, Table 47, rereala that these fourth-graders were on the
average 1,5 years retarded in their school aohievement in terBis of the
norms of expectancy. If it is to be assumed that these fourth-grade pupils
are of normal intelligence — in the absence of intelligence scores for
them,--then this marked degree of retardation in school accomplishment would
appear to indicate a serious need for some sort of program of remedial and
corrective instructional procedures in the elementary schools of Area I,
Greenville County, South Carolina,
Results on the Stanford Achievement Test Obtained on (Paragraph i'eaning).
The data obtained from the scores on the paragraph meaning component on the
Stanford Achievement Test, by the 154 sixth grade pupils in Greenville
County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 48, page 90, which reveals
ttie following significant factsi the scores ranged from a low equated score
of 13 to a high equated score of 57, to show a mean equated score of 32.56
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table: 48
FRlQUBHCY DISTSIBUTIOI'i OF THc; HAA SCORES Oil (PARAGHAPd
STAIJFOIiD ACIII^ViiML.Iir TE.T OBTAIiiED BY THE ONE HUHDHKD FIFTY-
FOUR SIXTH GRADS PUPILS IH IflE ELEiijsRJTAIiY SCHOOLS IS AREA
I, GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA, 1952-1953





65 - 67 1 .65 5.9 - 6.2 10-11 - 11-3
52-54 2 1.29 5.5 - 5.8 10-6 - 10-10
49 - 51 2 1.29 5.1 - 5.4 10—2 — 10—5
46 — 48 6 3.88 . 4.8 - 5,0 9-9 - 10-0
43 - 45 4 2.58 4,6 - 4.7 9-6 - 9-8
40-42 11 7,11 4.2 - 4.4 9-2 - 9-5
87 - 89 25 16.21 3,9 - 4.1 8-11 - 9-1
84 — 86 26 16.28 5,6 - 3,8 8-7 - 8-9
8X - 88 14 9.08 3.4 - 5.5 8—4 — 8—6
28 - 80 10 6.46 3,1 - 3.3 8-2 - 8-5
25 - 27 26 16.86 2.9 - 3.0 7-11—8-1
22 - 24 14 9.08 2.7 - 2.9 7-9 - 7-10
19 - 21 10 6.46 2.5 - 2.6 7-6 - 7-8
16 - 18 2 1.29 2.3 — 2.4 7-3 - 7-6
13 - 15 1 •65 2.1 - 2.2 7-1 - 7-2
Total 154 99.76
Mean 32.56 3,68 8-6.91
Mean 33,00 3.50 8-6.69
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Indicated a grade-equivalent of 3*58 and an age equivalent of 8-6.91
irhloh was 3*12 points of 3 grades below the level of expectancy.
Results on the Stanford Achievement '^est (Word Meaning).—The data ob¬
tained from the scores on the word meaning component of the Stanford
Achievement Test by the 154 sixth grade pupils in Greenville County,
South Carolina, are presented in Table 49, page 92, which reveals the
following significant facts* the scores ranged from a low equated score of
20 to a high equated score of 67, to show a mean equated score of 32.52
and a median equated score of 31.80. The mean equated score of 32.52
indicated a grade-equivalent of 5.68 and an age-equivalent of 8-6,29
which was 3.02 points or 3 years below the level of expectancy.
Results on the Stanford Achievement Test (Language Usage).—The data
obtained from the scores on the lan^age usage component of the Stanford
Achievement Test by the 154 sixth grade pupils in Greenville County, South
Carolina, are presented in Table 50, page 93, which reveals the following
significant facts* the scores ranged from a low equated score of 20 to a
high equated score of 69, to show a mean equated score of 33.04 and a
median equated score of 32.96. The mean equated score of 33.04 indicated
a gmde-equivalent of 3.52 and an age-equivalent of 8-6.22, which was 3.18
points or approximately 3,6 years below the level of expectancy.
Results on the Stanford Achievement Test (Spelling).—The data obtained
from the scores on the spelling component of the Stanford Achievement Test
by the 154 sixth grade pupils in Greenville County, South Carolina, are
presented in Table 51, page 94, which reveals the following significant
facts* the scores ranged from a low equated score of 15 to a high equated
score of 69, to show a sean equated score of 35.01 and a median equated
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lAELE 49
FREQ,DSi.CY DISTRIBUTION OF THE RAft' SCORES ON (WORD luEANIRG)
STMPORD ACEilEVS’IENT TEST OBIAIRED BY THE ONE HUjfJ)RED
FIFTY-FOUR SLXTH GRADE PUPILS IR THE EIELERIARY
SCLOOLS IK AREA I. GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH
CAItOLIlA., 1952-1953





66 - 67 1 .65 7.8 - 8.3 12-10 - 13.5
62 - 64 0 7.2 - 7.6 12-2 - 12-8
59 - 61 0 6.6 - 7.0 11-7 - 12-0
56 - 58 0 6.6 - 5.9 10-8 -• 10-11
63 - 55 0 5,2 - 5.5 10-3 - 10-6
50 - 52 3 1.94 5,2 - 5.5 10-3 -- 10-6
47 - 49 1 .65 4.9 - 5.1 9-11 - 10-2
44 - 46 7 4.52 4.6 - 4.8 9-7 - 9-9
41 - 43 7 4.52 4.3 - 4,5 9-3 — 9—6
38 - 40 12 7,76 4.0 - 4.2 9-0 - 9-2
35 - 37 16 10.34 3.7 - 3.9 8-8 - 8-11
32 - 34 28 18.12 3.4 - 3.6 8—5 — 8-7
29 - 31 30 18.38 3.2 - 3.4 8—3 — 8-4
26 - 28 15 9.69 3.0 - 3.0 8-0 - 8-2
23 - 25 24 15.52 2,8 - 2.9 7-9 - 7-11












FREQBLigCY DISTRIB JTIOL OF THE RA»V GCOtiES OIJ (LANGUAGE USAGE) STANFORD
ACHIEVEkENT TEST OBTAINED BY THE OI^iB ffiJiJIRED FIFTY-FOUR SIXTH
GRADE PUPILS IN THE ELK.Ei'JrARY SCHOOLS Hi AREA I, GREES-
YILLS COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA
1952-1953





65 - 69 1 .65 7.8 — 8,8 12-10 - 13-9
60 - 64 0 6.8 6.8 - 7.6 11-10 - 12-8
55 - 59 0 5.9 — 6.6 10-11 - 11-7
50 - 54 3 1.94 5,2 - 5.8 10-3 - 10-10
45 - 49 13 8,40 4.7 - 5.1 3-3 — 10—2
o 1 15 9,69 4.2 - 4.6 9-2 - 9-7
35 - 39 34 21.96 3.7 - 4,1 8-8 - 9-1
30 - 34 27 17,49 3.3 - 3.6 8-S - 8-7
25 - 29 32 20.67 2.9 - 3.2 7-11 - 8-3










score of 32,S9.. The mean equated score of 35.01 indicated a grade-equivalent
of 3,61 smd an age-equivalent of 8-9,22,, which was 3.09 points or 3 yssirs
below the level of expectamoy.
Results on the Stanford Achievement Test (Arlthinetic CoEpatatlon),—The
data obtained from the scores on the Arithmetic Computation component of the
Stanford Achievement Test by the 154 sixth grade pupils in Greenville County,
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TABLE 51
FRBQUB GY DISTRIBUTlOfi 0? fHF; HM SCORES Oi: (SrELLIKO) STASFORD
ACHI3VE ;Ei;T TEST OBTAIl-.ED BY THE OLE HUNDRED FIFTY-FOUR
SIXTH GRADE PUPILS IE THE SLSESNTARY SCHOOLS IL AREA, I
GSEEWILLS COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLIIA, 195E-1953
Grade Age
Scores Frequency Per cent Equivalent Equivalent
65 - 69 2 1.29 7.8 - 8.8 12-10 - 13-9
60 - 64 3 1,94 6.8 - 7.6 11-10 - 12-8
55 - 59 5 3,23 6,9 - 6.6 10-11 - 11-7
50-54 12 7,78 5.2 - 5.8 10-3 - 10-10
45 - 49 9 5,83 4,7 - 5.1 9-8 - 10-2
40-44 24 15.59 4,2 — 4.6 9-2 - 9-7
35-39 14 9.06 3.7 - 4.1 8-8 - 9-1
30 - 34 19 12,29 3^^ 3 ** 3« 0 8-3 - 8-7
25 - 29 23 14.86 2.9 - 3,2 7-11 - 8-5
20 - 24 20 12.92 2.6 - 2.9 7-7 - 7-10
15 - 19 23 14.86 2,2 - 2.5 7»2 - 7-6
Total 154 99.55
Mesin 35.01 3.61 8-9.22
Median 32.89 3.47 8-5.47
Soui^ Carolina, are presented in Table 52, page 95,, which reveals the fol-
lowing significant factsi the scores ranged from a low equated score of 21
to a high equated score of 62, to show a mean equated score of 38.79, and a
median equated score of 39,84. The mean equated score of 38,79 indicated
a grade-equivalent of 4,12 and an age-equivalent of 9-1.31 idiich was 2,58
points or 2|- years below the level of expectancy.
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TABLE 52
FH::,QaE\CY DlSl'RlBUTlOl. OF TiE RAW SCORES OR (ARITIE ETIC COJPOTATION)
STAEFOHD ACHKVE'lERT TEST OBTAII.ED BY TEE ONE HUNDRED FIFTY-FOUR
SIXTH GRADE PUPILS ID THE ELE.lENrARY SCHOOLS Ii: AREA I,
GRESPYILLE COUNTY. SOUTH CAROLIIA, 1952-1953





60 — 62 1 .65 6.8 - 7.2 11-10 - 12v2
57 - 59 0 5.2 - 6.6 11-3 - 11-7
54 - 56 1 .65 5.8 - 6,1 10-10 - 11-1
51 - 53 5 3.23 5.4 - 5.6 10-6 - 10-8
48-50 16 10.38 5.0 - 5.2 10-0 — 10—3
45 - 47 21 13.53 4.7 - 4.9 9-8 - 9-11
42 - 44 15 9.72 4.4 — 4.6 9—5 — 9—7
«o 1 25 16.21 4.1 - 4.3 9—1 - 9—3
36 - 38 17 11.03 3.8 - 4.0 8-9 - 9-0
33 - 35 17 11.03 3,6 - 3.7 8-6 - 8-8
30 - 32 11 7.14 3.3 - 3.4 8-3 - 8-5
27 - 29 15 9.72 3.0 - 3,2 8-1 - 8-3
24 - 26 5 3.23 2,9 - 3.0 7-10 - 8.0
21 - 23 5 3.23 2.6 - 2.8 7-8 - 7-9
Total 154 99,75
iieaa 38,79 4.12 9-1.31
Median 39.84 4.21 9-1.6
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Results on the Stanford Aohievement Test (Arithmetic Reasoning),—The
data obtained from the soores on the arlthn^etio reasoning component of the
Stanford Achievement Test by the 154 sixth grade pupils in Greenville
County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 53, page 97, which reveals
the following significant facts* the soores ranged from a low equated score
of 22 to a high equated score of 60, to show a mean equated score of 36,34,
and a median equated score of 35.56. The mean equated score of 36,34 indi^
oated a grade equivalent of 3,88, and an age equivalent of 8-9,3, which was
2,82 points or approximately 2 2/3 years below the level of expectancy.
Results on the Stamford Achievement ^est (Total Scores).—The data ob¬
tained fron the total scores on all of the components of the Stanford
Aohievement ^est, of the 154 sixth-grade pupils in the elementary schools
of Area I, Greenville County, South Carolina, are presented in Table 54,
page 98, which reveals the facts to follow. The soores ranged from a low
equated score of 13 or a greuie-placement of 2.1 and an ago-equivalent of
7-1 to a high equated score of 69 or a grade-placement of 7,8 and an age-
equivalent of 12-10, However, these sixth-grade pupils were — in spite
of the single exception of an internal item — seriously retarded in their
school achievement with reference to the norms of expectancy,
Furihor, Table 48, reveals that these sixth graders were on the average
three years retarded in their school aohievement from component to com¬
ponent in the several areas of the total Stanford Aohievement Test, As
in the case of the fourth-grade pupils, if it is to be assumed that these
sixth-grade pupils are of normal intelligence — in the absence of intelli¬
gence soores for them, — the:i this hi^ degree of retardation in school
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TABLE 53
FREQUS'.CY DISJRIB'JTIOI; OF THE EAST SCORES ON (ARITHMETIC REASONIliG)
STANFORD ACHIHTE lENT TEST OBTAINED BY ISE OllE IHIKDRIiD FIFTY-
FOUR SIXTH GRADE PUPILS IN THE ELBiENTARY SCHOOLS IN AREA
I, GREENVILLE COUNTY, SOUTH CAROUNA, 1952-1953





68 - 60 1 .65 6.4 - 6.8 11-5 - 11-10
65 - 57 2 1.29 6,9 - 6,2 10-11-11-3
52-54 4 2,58 5,5 — 5.8 10-6 - 10-10
49 - 51 12 7,76 5,1 — 5,4 10-2 - 10-6
46-48 3 1.94 4,8 — 5.0 9—9 — 10—0
43 - 45 10 6.46 4, 5 — 4.7 9—6 — 9—8
40 - 42 19 12.29 4.2 - 4.4 9—2 — 9—5
37 - 59 14 9,04 3.9 - 4.1 8-11 - 9-1
34 - 36 25 16,15 3,6 - 3.8 8-7 - 3-9
31 - 33 29 13,78 3,4 - 3.5 8-4 - 8-6
28 - SO 10 6.46 3,1 - 3.3 8-2 - 8-3
25 - 27 18 11,62 2.9 - 3.0 7-11 - 8-1












FRSQUELCY DISTRIBUTION OF THD RAiV SCORES 01 (TOTAL SCORES) SmNFOUD
ACH13VELERT TEST OB TAIN ID BY TIIK Oi.E dUIDRHD FIFTY-FOUR SIXTH
GRADE PU^’ILS IN THE ELE;.R:'UTARY SCHOOLS IN AREA I, GREEK- .






Paragraph Meaning 53.00 32.56 3.58 8-6.91
Word Meaning 31.80 32.52 3.68 8-6.29
language Usage 32.96 33.04 3.53 8-6.22
Spelling 32.89 36.01 3.61 8-9.22
Arithmetic Computation 39.84 30.79 4.12 9-1.31
AritluTietio Reasoning 35.56 36.34 3.83 8-9.8
aoooiuplishEient would appear to ioiioate not only a serious need but also
a high challenge for the inauguration af soe® sort of program of remedial
and oorreotive instruotional procedures in the elementary schools of Area




Introduction#—-Yhe changing practices axid concepts in education have
changed the outlook on education tremendously in the words of Davis
The activities, relationships, and thoughts of the world are
rapidly increasing in diversity, otmiplexity and intensity. The
definite pvtrpose of the agency, education is to function effeotive*>
ly in this swift changing scene. The teacher must keep abreast of
the programs in all arts and sciences, having relation to education
in order that education may discharge this responsibility.
To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of teaching, the
teachers should be constantly encouraged to eonbinue their educa**
tional training with the ultiioate aim to obtain those qmlif ioations
which such a position demands, and be able to assvme the responsi¬
bility of educational leadership; and to earn at least a bachelor's
degree.
The Problem.—The problem involved in this study was to ascertain the
socio-economic background and professional status as well as teaching pro¬
ficiency of the teachers in the Public Sdiools of Area I, Greenville County,
South Carolina, for the school year of 1952-1953.
Purpose of the Study.—The overall purposes of this research was to
a^ertaiiu^
1. The socio-economic backgro\md of the 51 teachers in Area I,
Greenville County, South Carolina.
2. The professional status of the 51 teadiers in Area I, Greenville
County, South Carolina.
T, Edward Davis, The National Bducational Outlook Among Negroes,
(Ratio al Educational Press, Inc., 1937), p. 4,
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3, The teaching proficiency of the 61 taechers in Area I, Greenville
County^ South Carolina, as measured ont
(a) The California Test of Personality
(b) The Purdue Teachers National Examination (''How I Teach")
(o) The Fourth and Sixth Grade Pupil Achievement on the Stanford
Achievement Test.
Definition of Terms.«»«»The various technical terms used in this study
are defined as followss
1. Professional preparation as used in this study refers to the
hij^ school, college, and graduate training of the fifty>ons
teachers.
2. Personality Traits as used in this study refers to the ability
of the teachers to meet their personal and social problems, the
attitudes toward their work and the manner in sAiich they get
along with others as measured by the California Test of Per¬
sonality.
3. Teaching Proficiency refers to the probable tea<diing effectiveness
in the Teaching-Learning Situation as measured by the Purdue
Teachers* Excuaination, How I Teaoh| and the implied teaching
effectiveness in the Teaching-Learning Situation in terms of the
school accomplishment of pupils as measured by the Stanford
Adiievement Test.
Locale and Design of Research.—The locale of this research was laid
in Greenville County, Area I, South Carolina, during the school year of
1952-1953. The major work connected with the gathering of the data and their
analysis and interpretation was done at the writer*s home, Greenville,
South Carloina, during the 1952-1953 school year.
1, Subjects.—The subjects of this study were the 51 teachers, 148
fourth-grade pupils and the 154 sixth-grade pupils constituting
the school personnel of the Public Schools of Greenville County.
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2. Instrtmenta.—The instniments used to gather the data were* a
questionnaire designed for this particular study^ records from
the office of the Covinty Superintendent of Schools for 1952-1953,
and scores obtained by the teachers on the California Test of
Personality and the Purdue Teachers* Examination, and the scores
obtained by fourth and sixth grade pupils enrolled in the ele¬
mentary schools of Greenville County, South Carolina, for 1952-1953,
3. Research Method^—The KormatiTe-Surwey Method of research, utilising
the questionnaire and testing techniques, together with official
records, was used to gather the data requisite to this research.
4. The data sifter appropriate statistical treatment were formulated
into significant Findings, Conclusions, Implications, and
Recommendations .idiich constitute the content of the finished
thesis copy.
The data as collected and interpreted were organised luround the fol¬
lowing captions *
1» Review of the pertinent Related Literature.
2. Sooio-economic and Professional Status of the Teachers.
5. The Personality Traits and Adjustment of the Teadiers.
4. The Tea(^ing Proficiency of the Teachers in Terms of Scores
on the Purdue Teachers Examination.
5. The Teaching Proficiency of the Teachers in Terms of Scores
obtained by the Foux^h and Sixth grade pupils on the Stanford
AohicTement Test.
The data pertinent to these captions will be summarised in this sub¬
sequent order below.
Summary of Relation Literature.—The significant findings in the Related
Literature which were fou33d pertinent to the problem inherent in this re¬
search are to be oharacterlsed in the generalised statements to follow*
1. The various factors of the socio-economic background and status
of teachers appear to imve a very definite impact upon the quality
of service rendered by them although these factors have not been
statistically proved for their separate significances.
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2« Ther© is a correlation or paralollisa apparent between the
level of training recaivesi and the level of services rendered
by teachers,
5, The up-grading of certification requirements has encouraged and
accelerated a similar up-grading of the aeadonie and prc^essional
training of teachers,
4, There is an aoT>a.*ent crucial need for continuing "in-service"
education program not only to up-grade the ixiadequate pre-service
preparation of teaohers but also to motivate and maintain a day
by day high level of larofloieney of teaohers who are adequately
trailed,
5, There is abundant evldenoe ahioh points to the inesoapable in-
fluenoe for "good" or “ill" of the personality of the teadher
upon ti» pupils in the Teaching-Learning Situation,
6, There is abundant experimental evldenoe ahioh points to the fact
that the Negro school pupils show a definite weakness in the
subjeot'^atter areas of Language Arts, such as, in reading and
Ianguage««u8age•
7* Hesearoh findings appear to Indicate that there is an appreciable
difference in the achool ai^ievment between rural and urban school
children. Moreover, th^re is sli^^t evidence pointing to aoae
difference in Intelligenoe between rural and iu*ban s^ool children.
There is much evidence froa studies to date to indicate that the
average teadi«r*s knowledge of methodology, philosophy, and theory
in education Is not at an optimm level of impl«n»»ntatlon in the
I^ehlng-Laarning Situation} end in certain test situations as on
the Purdue Teaohers Lxeminatlon,
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Value of Study,—It is hoped that the data with their analysis and
interpretation as presented in the completed ressEiroh may have the values
indicated as followsi
!• This study should reveal authentie information of the present
status of teachers.
2. This study should serve as a basis for formulating and
initiating a program of improved instruction for the
schools in Area 1^ Greenville County. South Carolina.
3. The findings of this study should prove of groat value
to edministrators and other supervisors who are responsible
for preparing a program which will bo very effective and
fruitful in terms of improved teacher proficiency and pupil
achievement.
Summary of Basic Findings.«»~The basic findings of this research are out-
lixted below in the subsequent paragraphs.
Sooio-Boonomie and Professional Status
(Table 1)
In 1952. there were 15 or 29.4 per cent of the teachers in the
age range 20-30 years; there were 15 or 29.4 per cent of the teachers in
the age range 30-40} there were 15 or 29.4 per cent of the teachers
in the age range 40-60 years; there were 4 or 7.9 per cent of the
teachers in the age reuage 50-60 years; there were 2 or 3.9 per cent
of the teachers in the age range 60-70 years.
Sex (Table 2)
In Area I. Greenville County. 7 or 13.73 per cent and 44 or 86.27 per
cent of the teaet^rs were male and female respeotively.
Marital Status (Table 3)
Thirteen or 25.5 per cent of the teachers were single. There were
S3 or 64.7 per cent of the teachers iimrried. Pour or 7,9 per cent
of the toa«jher8 were widowed. There was 1 or 1,9 per cent of the
teachers separated.
Early Environment (Table 4)
The data indicated that 29 or 56.8 per cent of the teadiers were
reared in the rural areas. Bight or 15.6 per cent of the teachers
were reared in urban areas with 2,500 - 6,000 in population.
Nine or 17.7 per cent of the teachers were reared in urban areas
with a population of 15.000 and aboTe,
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Residential Status (Table 6)
Thirteen or 25.5 per cent of the teadiers in Area I. Greenville
County, were renters. There were 31 or 60.8 per cent of the
teachers who owned their homes. Five or 9.8 per cent of the
teachers were free lancing. Two or 3*9 per cent of the tea<dxor8
owned homes but live in rented property.
Church Affiliation (Table 6)
There were 35 or 68.7 per cent of the teachers affiliated with
the Baptist Church. There were 15 or 29.4 per cent of the teachers
affiliated with the Meihodist Church. There was 1 csr 1.9 per cent
of the teachers affiliated with the Catholic Church.
Father*s Ocoupations (Table 7)
Eight or 15.7 per cent and 11 or 21.6 per cent of the teadiws*
fathers were engaged in domastlo service and skilled labor, respec¬
tively. Twenty-three or 46.1 par cent and 7 or 13,7 per cent of the
fathers of the teachers were farmers and professional men. respecti'roly.
Two or 3.9 per cent of the fathers of the teachers worked on the
railroad.
Mother*8 Occupations (Table 8)
Eight or 16,7 per cent and 9 or 17,7 per cent of the mothers of the
teachers were engaged in domestic and professional work, respectively.
Twenty-nine or 56,9 per oent and 3 or 5.9 per cent of the teachers*
mothers were housewives and seamstresses respectively. One or 1.9
per cent and 1 csr 1,9 per cent of the teachers* mothers were engaged
in nursing and busii^ss. respectively.
Father’s Educational Level (Table 9)
The data iiadicated that 5 or 9,8 per oent and 15 or 29,4 per oent
of the teachers* fathers had a oollege and high sdiool education,
respectively. Twenty-eight or 64,9 per cent and 3 or 5,9 per cent
of the toaolwrs* fathers had an elementary and a little or no
education, respectively.
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Mother's Educational Level (Table 10)
There were 13 or 25.5 per cent
of the teachers with a oollege
There were 21 or 41,2 per cent
mothers with an elMientary and
and 10 or 19.6 per cent of the mothers
and hi^ school education, respectively.
and 7 or 13.7 per cent of the teachers*
a little or no education, respectively.
States Visited (Table 11)
The male teachers in Area I, Greenville Coimty have done very little
traveling. 42 or 82.3 per cent of the female teachers had visited two
or more states.
Foreign Countries Visited (Table 12)
The data reveAled that 11 or 21,6 per cent and 1 or 1.9 per o«it
of the teachers lived in Canada and Hawaii, respectively, for a week
or longer} that 1 or 1.9 per cent and 2 or 5,8 per cent of the
teachers lived in Japan and Mexico, respectively, for a week or
longer} that 1 or 1.9 per cent of the teachers lived in the
Phillipines for a week or longer.
High Schools Attended (Table IS)
The 51 teachers employed in Area I, attended high schools in
scattered areas. The following states were represented} South
Carolina, North Carolina, Virginia and Tennessee.
Colleges Attended (Table 14)
Six or 23.08 per cent and 4 or 15.39 par cent of the teachers
attended Allen University and Benedict College, respectively. Three
or 11.54 per cent and 6 or 23.08 of tihe teachers attended Claflin
College and Morris College, respectively. Three or 11.54 per cent
and 1 or 3,84 per osnt of the teachers attended South Carolina
State College and J, C. Smith College, Noz*th Carolina, respectively.
One or 3.84 per cent and 2 or 7.69 per cent of the teachers attended
Morristown, Tennessee and HVinston-Salem Teat^ers College, North
Carolim, respectively.
Degrees Earned (Table 16)
Five or 9.8 per cent and 9 or 17.6 per cent of the teachers had
earned a Bachelor's degree plus 6-18 graduate hours and a Bachelor's
degree plus 6-24 undergraduate hours, respectively. Six or 11,8
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per omt of the teadiers had earned a Bachelor’s degree plus 3-15
undergradiate hours and Bachelor degree* respectively. Sixteen or
31.4 per cent and 8 or 15*7 per cent of the teachers had earned
3 years of college and two years of college, respectively. One or 1.9
per cent of the teachers had one year of college.
Experience (Table 16)
Thirty-one or 61,0 per cent of the teachers employed in Area I,
Greenville County had been teaching for 2-7 years and 20 or 39,00
per cent of the teachers had been teaching for 7-14 years.
Tenwe (Table 17)
Nineteen, or 37,5 per cent of the teachers «nployed in Area I,
Greenville County, had a tenure of 2»7 yearsj and 32 or 62,7 per
cent of the teachers had a tenure of 7-14 years or more.
Certificates (Table 18)
The rank of certificates hold by the 51 elementary teachers, were i Top
ranking, IS or 26,3 per cent of the teachers held Permanent Pro¬
fessional Cejrtificates, Second, 9 or 17,6 per cent of the teachers
held Advanced Professional Certificates, Third, 3 or 5,8 per c«it
of the teachers held Intermediate Professioml Certificates, Fourth,
20 or 39.2 per cent of the teadiers hold Intermediate Certificates,
Fifth, 6 or 11,7 per cent of the teachers held Probatiomry Certificates,
Salary (Table 19)
The salary based on 12 months pay, the 51 elementary teachers of Green¬
ville County, ranked on the salary schedule as follows i the male
teadiers received a monthly salary of |124--|274| and the female
teachers received a monthly salary of |79—1274.
Professional Affiliation (Table 20)
The membership in the Coxinty and State Teachers Association were-45
or 88.23 per cent and 47 or 92.15 per cent. The membership in the
National Educational Association and An^rican Teadiers Association
were 38 or 74,51 per cent, and 23 or 45,09 per cent. There were 3
or 5,88 per cent of the teachers not affiliated with any professional
organisations.
Professional Materials (Table 21)
Twenty or 36,7 per cent of the teachers read professional books.
Fifty or 98,0 per cent of the teachers read professional magasines.
The Califonaia Test of Personality
Fifty-One Teachers
(Tables 22 through 57 )
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Self-Adjustment (Total) (Table 22)
On the California Test of Personality for the component of
Self-Adjustment (Total Scores) the following statistical meaatnres
were obtained! a median score of 72*68 and a mean score of 71*71, to
show a percentile rank of 68*
Self-Reliance (Table 23)
On the Csdifomia Test of Personality for the component of
Self-Reliance the following statistical measures were obtained!
a mediaoi score of 15*28 and a mean score of 12*73, to show a
percentile rank of 82*
Sense of Personal Worth (Table 24)
(ha the California Test of Personality for the component of
Sense of Personal Worth the following statistical measures
were obtained* a median score of 11*72 and a mean score of
10*96, to sheer a percentile reuok of 79*
Sense of Personal Freedom (Table 25)
On the California Test of Personality for the component of
Sense of Personal Freedom the following statistical measures
were obtained! a median score of 12*19 and a mean score of 11*20,
to show a percentile rank of 38*
Feeling of Belonging (Table 26)
On the California Tost of Personality for the component of
Feeling of Belonging the following statistical measures were
obtaiaasdt a median score of 14*26 aikl a mean score 13*54,
to show a percentile reusk of 65*
Freedom from Withdrawing Tendencies (Table 27)
On the California Test of Personality for the oomponenb of
Freedom fresa Withdrawing Tendeiwies the following statistical
measures were obtained! a joedian score of 13*94 and a mean
score of 13*29, to show a percentile rank of 78*
Freed(Ha from Nervous Symptoms (Table 28)
On the California Test of Personality for the component of
Freedom from Se/vous Symptoms the following statistical
measures were obtained! a median soore of 13*10 and a mean
score of 12*48, to show a percentile rank of 62*
Social AdJuatTnenfc (Total) (Table 29)
On the California Test of Personality for the component of the
Social-Adjustment (Total Scores) the following statistical
measures wore obtainedt a median score of 62*26 and a mean score
of 67»80« to show a percentile rank of 64*
Social Standards (Table SO)
On the California Test of Personality for the component of
Social Standards the following statistical measures were ob¬
tained* a median score of 13«04, and a mean score of 15*69«
to show a percentile rank of 88*
Social Skills (Table 81)
On the California Tost of Personality for the component of
Social Skills the following statistical measureswere obtained*
a median score of 11*42 and a mean score of 10*75, to show a
percentile rank of 66*
Freedcat from Anti-Social Tendencies (Table 32)
On the California Tost of Personality on the component of Freedom
from Anti-Social Tendencies the following statistical measures
were obtainedt a median score of 12*79 and a mean score of 12*07,
to show a percentile rank of 50*
Family Relations (Table 33)
On the California Test of Personality for the component of
Family Relations the following statistical measures were ob¬
tained* a median score of 14*17 and a mean score of 12*42, to
show a percentile rank of 59*
Occupation Relations (Table 34)
On the California Test of Personality for the component of
Occupation Relations the following statistical measures were
obtainedt a median score of 10*82 and a mean score of 10*59,
to show a percentile rank of 61*
Ccmamunity Relations (Table 36)
On the California Test of Personality for the component of
Community Relations the following statistical measures were ob¬
tainedt a median score of 11*63 and a mean score of 10*89, to
show a percentile rank of 53*
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Total Adjustmenfe (Table 36)
On the California last of Personality for the component of Total
Adjustment the following statistical measures were obtained} a
median score of 137.50 and a mean score of 137,64, to show a per¬
centile rank of 63.
Summary of All Component of Personality (Table 37)
On the California Test of Personality for all the components
these fifty-one Segro elementary school teachers showed In the
main a better-than-aTerage degree of desirable personality
patterns as indicated by the faeti the percentile ranks fell in only
one case belcsr the mean-norm of the 50th percentile, one at the
50th percentile, one just abore the 50th percentile, with the re¬
maining perceotilas well aboTO the mean-SOth percentile.
Purdiw Teachers Examination* "How I Teach."
(Tables 58 and 39)
Total Examination (Table 38)
On the Purdue Teachers Examination* "How I Teadi* for the
component of the Total Scores the following statistical
measures were obtained* a median score of 20.75 and a mean
score of 19.72, to show a percentile rank of 27.
Teaching Practices (Table 39)
On the Purdue Teachers Examination* "How I Teadn" for the
ecxnponent Teaching-Practices the following statistical
measures were obtained* a median score of 8.44 and a mean
score of 8.65.
Opinions (Table 38)
On the Purdue Teachers Examination* "How I Teach" for the
component Opinions the following statistical measures
were obtained* a median 8eea*e of 8.06 and a mean score of
8.46.
Factiml Items (Table 38)
On the Purdue Teadiers Examination* "How I Teach" for the
component Factual Items the following statistical measures
were obtained* a median score of 4.14 and a mean score of
4.09.
Chronological Ages of Pupilc
(Table 40)
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Chronological Ages (Table 40)
The data on the chronological ages of the subjects were as
follows t for the 148 fourth«>grade pupils the median age was
10»5»62 and the mean age 10«>11«S, with a grade-equivalent index of
5«9j and for the 154 slxth-gt*ade pupils the median age was




Paragraph Meaning (Table 41)
On the Stanford Adiievement Test for the component Paragraph
Meaning the followihg statistics were obtainedt a median score
of 25.49, a mean score of 27.49, to show a grade-equivalent
of 3.1S and an age-equivalent of 8-l.SS.
Word Meaning (Table 42)
On the Stanford Aohieveraent for the component Word Meaning
the following statistics were obtained* a median score of
26.60, a mean score of 26.85, to sh(wr a grade-equivalent of
3.06 and an age-equivalent of 8.0-73.
Lauagxaige Usage (Table 43)
On the Stanford Achievement Test for the 0(xnponent Language
Usage the following statistics were obtained* a median score of
26.^, a mean score of 27.44, to show a grade equivalent of
2.95 and an age-equivalent of 7-11.71.
Spelling (Table 44)
On the Stanford Achievemezit Test for the component Spelling
the following statistics were obtained* a median score of
25.00 and a mean score to 25.87, to show a grade-equivalent of
3.18 and an age-equivalent of 8-0.28.
Arithmetie Computation (Table 45)
On the Stanford Achievement Test for the component Arithmetie
Computation the following statistics were obtained* amedian
score of 31.51, a mean score of 30.25, to show a grade-equivalait
of 3.36 and an age-equivalent of 8-4.61.
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Arithmetio Raasonixig (Table 46)
On the Stanford Aehleveiaent Test for the component Arithmetio
Reasoning the following statistics were obtained} a aradian
score of 30.81, a mean score of 29»99f to show a grade*
equiTalent of 3.50 and an age^equivaleist of 8*3.95*
Total Test (Table 47)
On the Stanford Aohievaaent Test for all of the components
these fourth*grade pupils obtained scores that indicated a
retardation in school achievement from 1.34 to 1*75 years,
with an average of 1*5 years of retardation.
Stanford Achievenaent Test
Sixth Grade
Paragraph Meaning (Table 48)
On the Stanford Achievement Test for the component Paragraph
Meaning the following statistics were obtained} a median
score of 33.00, a mean score of 52.56, to show a grade*equivalent
of 3.58 and an age equivalent of 8*6.91.
Word Meaning (Table 49)
On the Stanford Aehievttaent Test for the component Paragraph
Meaning the following statistics were obtained} a median soore
of 31.^, a mean score of 32.52, to show a grade equivalent of
3.68 and an age*equlvalent of 8*6.29.
Language Psage (Table 50)
On the Stanford Achievement Tjst for the component Language
Usage tiRe following statistics were obtained} a median score
of 32.96, a mean score of 33.04, to show a grade*equi'TOlenb
of 3.53 and an age*equivalent of 8*6.22.
Spelling (Table 61)
On the Stanford Achievement Test for the component spelling
the following statistics were obtained} a median score of
32.39, a mean soore of 35.01, to show a grade««quivalent of
3.61 and an age*equivalent of 8*9.22.
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Arlthmetle Canputation (Table 62)
On the Stanford Achievonent Test for the component Arithmetio
Computation the following statistics were obtained! a median
score of S9,84, a mean score of 38*79^ to show a grade-equivalent
of 4.12 az3d an age-equivalent of 9-1.31*
Arithmetic Reasoning (Table 63)
On the Stanford Achievement Test for the component Arithmetio
Reasoning the following statistics were obtained* a median
score of 35*66, a mean score of 36*34, to show a grade-equivalent
of 3*88 and an age-equivalent of 8-9*8*
Total Test (Table 64)
On the Stanford Achievement Test for all of the components
these sixth-grade pupils obtained scores that indicated a
retardation in school achievement from 2*68 to 3*12 j^ars,
with an appraximate average of three (3) years of retardation*
Conolusions*— The analysis and interpretation of the findings of
this researoh would appear to warrant the eonclusions to follow*
1* The 61 Negro elementary sohool teachers in Area I, Greenville
County, South C&roXina, 1962-1963, appeared to have achieved
a better than average degree of developa»nt and/or imturity
in desirable personality patterns as iMasured by the California
Tost of Personality*
2* Strangely enough, these 61 Negro elementary sohool teachers in
Area I, Greenville County, South ^^arolina, 1962-1963, suffered
from or were inhibited hy a very low level of developaent in
the area of "sense of personal freedom" as indioated by their
obtained peroantile rank of 38, vhioh ms the only one below
the 60th percentile norm of expectancy*
3, These 61 Negro elementary school teachers in Area I, Greenville
Covtnty, South Carolina, 1952-1953, did not possess an optimum
degree of knowledge about and attitudes towards the operative
theories and procedures of the educative process of the Teaohing-
Learnizig Sitvmtion of the classroom as measured by the Purdtie
Teachers Examination! "How I Teach," Could a hl<^ level of
Teacher-Learner Efficiency and Effectiveness be expected under
such oiroumstanoes?
4* These 61 Negro elementary school teachers in Area I, Greenville
County, Soiith Carolina, 1962-1963, with 49*4 per cent of their
nianber with less than a bachelor’s degree level of training and
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nona with a iaastar*8 dagrea leTel of training^ as a group^ fall
far balow tha Vinimvoa training” laval to ba expeetad of men and
women whose careers are in Public School Education* Certainly*
this low level of preparation of these teachers constitutes a
big challenge not only to the sdiool officials of Greenvilla County
but also to these Negro teachers themselves*
5* The data would appear to warrauxt the oonolusion^ln spite of
the absence of intelligence test scores ••-that the range of 1*34
to 1*75 years of retardation in the school achievement of the
fourth grade pupils in the elementary schools of Area I*
Greenville County* South Carolina, 1952-1955* as meas%n'sd by
the Stanford Achievement Test poses a serioiis question as to the
instruotioiuk^l efficiency manifested in these schools*
6* The data would appear to warrant tha conclusion—in spite of the
absence of intelligence test scores—that the average level of
three (S) years of retardation in the school achievement of the
sixth grade pupils in the elementary spools of Area I* Greenville
County* South Carolina* 1952-1955* as measured by the Stanford
Achievement Test poses a very serious question as to the instruo-
tional effioieney manifested in these schools*
Implloatiens*—The analysis and interpretation of the data of this
research would appear to warrant the implications to follcsr,
1* It appears that the teachers In Area I* Greenville County*
South Carolina* were not aware of the basic principles and theories
of psyohology* methodology of teaching* classroom managraaent*
and ourrioular organization fundamental in and to the Teaching-
Learning Situation} oonsequently* a thorough-going "In-serviee*
training program is indicated as a serious need for these teachers*
2* It appeeirs that the basic academic and professional training
levels of the 51 Negro elementary school teachers in Area I*
Greenville County* South Carolina* is not at an optimum and/or
desirable level) therefore* these teachers should be enoouraged
and oonstrainad to up-grade their academic and professional
training levels*
5* It appears that the far below expected grade-placement of the
fourth and sixth grade pupils in their respective schools of
Area 1* Greenville County* South Carolina* 1952-1955* would
indicate that the teaching effioieney and teaching effectiveness
as well as the learning proficiency ar^PSaohing optimum levels
of desirable attainment in these schools*
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4» The data appear to indioate and emphasize the need for a desirable
minimum of superrisory personnel and program throng which the
school population of Area I, GreenTille County, South Carolina,
might have the fullest opportunity to profit from the learning
experiences formulated by the school officials and supported
by the tax-doller of the citizenry.
ReooircTtendat ions keeping with the implications and eonclvis ions
derived from the analysis and intez*pretation of the data of this research,
recooEoexidations to follow are offered.
1. The school officials of Greenville County, South Carolina, should
seriously consider the immediate inauguration of a eoaprshensive
but practical program of instructional supervision throu^oub
the elemezitary schools of the county.
2. A eom^ehensive Testing Program should be inaugurated for the
schools of Greenville County, with the expressed purpose of
periodically appraising pupil achievement in each of the school
units, which would be i^ans throu^ which to ascertain objective
points-of-departure in formulating rwiadial and oorreotive procedures
in the instruotional X)rograa of the schools of the county.
3. The teachers of Greenville County, Area I, South Carolina, need
to be encouraged to pursue their professional training in order
to promote tiie up>-grading of the teaohing»personnel in the covinty.
4. The teachers who are now doing work above the bachelor*8 level
and without graduate credit should change this policy and pursue
their added training in terms of graduate credit looking towards
the ultimate obtainment of an advanced degree.
5. Further, it is reocmimezided that either through local area meetings
or school-buildings' meetings, provision be made for the selection,
elassifioation, and evaluation of professional books and magazines
in order that these teachers may become more intelligent on the
respective functions of professional books and periodicals in their
professional work.
6. The teachers should give serious oonsiderotion to a program of
re-emphasis in the Teaching-Learning Situation which will inerease
their efficiency, whereby a larger per cent of the pupils will be
able to acdvieve optimum success with respect to the grade-place¬
ment norms of the grades in which they are now enrolled.
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APPENDIX
QUESTIOKMIRB ON THE SOCIO-SCONOMIC AND PROFESSIONAL
STATUS OF THS FIFTY-ONE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
TEACHERS EMPLOYED IN GREENVILLE COUNTY
(AREA 1) SOUTH CAROLINA, 1962-1963
Directions I Please read carefully each item on the questionnaire and
answer accurate and honestly with the correct words or
phrases or by checking (x) in the proper place*
Name
__________________________________ Address ■
1. Indicate with a Cross (x) your sexi Male ( ) Female ( )
2* Indicate with a cross (x) your marital statust
Single ( ) Separated ( )
Married ( ) Divorced ( )
Widowed ( ) Widower ( )
3* Indicate with a cross (x) your educational statust
Hi^ School graduate ( )
1 year college ( )
2 years college { )
3 years college ( ) *If epnlicable check
4 years college ( ) more than o.n0 space*
• No* hours beyond college ( )
* Masters degree ( )
4, Indicate with a cross (x) the high school in ■wdiioh you acquired your
training!
Sterling High School ( )
Fountain Inn High School ( )
Dunbar Hi^ School ( )
Other i )
6, Indicate with a cross (x) the college from which you earned your college
degree in South Cardinal
Morris College ( ) Benedict College ( )
Allen University ( ) S, C, State College( )
Claflin College ( )
6* Indicate with a cross (x) the college outside the State of South
Carolina from "which you earned your college degree!
West Va. State College ( ) Clark College ( )
Morris Bro"wn College ( ) Va* Union ( )
Spelrnan College ( ) Morehouse College (
Bennett College ( ) Howard Univ* ( )
Hampton Institute ( ) A* A T* College ( )
Livingston College ( )
S, C, State College ( )
J, C. Smith College { )
Fla, A. A ‘4, College ( )
Ala. State Teachers ( )
Georgia State College ( )7,Indicate with a cross (x) the
master's degreet
Columbia Univ, ( )
New York Dniv, ( )
Chicago Univ, ( )
Univ, of Hieh, ( )
Atlanta Univ. ( )
Morgan College { )
Wilberforce (Specify) ( )
'ft'inston-Salem Teachers ( )
Knoxville College ( )
Talladega College ( )
Other
____________________
.on from which you earned your
Univ, of Miim, ( )
S, C, State College ( )
Hampton Inst* ( )
Howard Univ, ( )
Other ( )
8, Indicate with a cross (x) your residential statusi
Renter ( ) Free Lancing ( )
Owner ( ) Own home but live in rental property ( )
9, Indicate with a cross (x) your early environmental status where most of
your life was spent up to your 21st birth datet
Open country ( ) 5000 to 15*000 ( )
Urban center — 2600 - 5000 population ( ) 15*000 and above ( )10,Indicate with a cross (x) year or number of years in yoisr present
position (same Job and same 33rstem)t
11.
1 year ( ) 7 years ( )
2 years ( ) 8 years ( )
S years ( ) 9 years ( )
4 years ( ) 10 years ( )
5 years ( ) Number of years above 10
6 years ( )
Indicate with a cross (x) the total number of years of teaching
experience , (any sdiool systrai)*
1 year ( ) 5 years { ) 9 years ( )
2 years ( ) 6 years ( ) 10 years ( )
3 years ( ) 7 years ( ) Number years above 10
4 years ( ) 8 years ( )
12, Indicate with a cross (x) yoxir affiliation in professional organisations i
Greenville County Teachers Association ( )
Palmetto State Teachers* Association ( )
National Jiducation Association ( ) Specify Department of HEA
American Teachers* Association ( )
13a Indicate with a cross (x) the professional ma^^azines you readt
HaE*Aa Journal { ) '«'»'eo Wisdom ( )
Nonnal Instructor ( ) The School iixecutive ( )
Grade Teacher ( ) Childhood Education ( )
Childrens* Activities ( ) Other
14, List professional books in your personal libraryf
1. 2. 3.
4, 5. 6.
15, Indicate with a (x) the number years mambership in the following pro¬
fessional or^inisations t












16a Indicate with a cross (x) your religious aiffiliationi
Roman Catholio ( } Episcopalian ( )
Presbyterian ( ) Jehovah Witness ( )
Methodist ( ) Seven Days Adventis ( )
Baptist ( ) Holiness ( )
Others (Specify)
17a Indicate with a cross (x) yo\ar father*8 occupation while living*
Fanner { ) Domestic service ( ) Skilled laborer ( )
Railroad ( ) Professional ( ) Other ( )
18. Indicate with a cross (x) your mother’s occupation while living*
Housewife ( ) Domestic service ( ) Kurse ( ) Seamstress (
Beautician ( ) Professional ( ) Any other ( )
_________
19, Indicate with a cross (x) the educational level of your parents*
Father Mother
Little or no training 1” T
Elanentary ( ) { )
High School ( ) ( )
College ( ) ( )
20.Indicate with a cross (x) the ago group as listed below in which
your age falls in years nearest yoxu* birthday*
18-19 ( ) 36-39 ( )
20-21 ( ) 40-42 ( )
22-24 ( ) 43—45 ( )
25-27 ( ) 46-49 ( )
28-30 ( ) 50-62 ( )
31-32 ( ) 53-65 ( )
33-35 ( ) 66—69 ( )
60-63 ( )
Over 63 ( )
21, Indicate with a cross (x) the typo of teaching certificate now registered
in your name by the State Department of hducation*
Group
____________ Class Grade
22, State the exact amount of salary with income tax deduction inelusiTe*
$ monthly % annually
23, Indicate with a cross (x) the state in which you have lived for one week
or more.
1. Alabama ( ) 13, Iowa ( ) 25. Nebraska ( )
2. Arizona ( ) 14, Kansas ( ) 26. Nevada ( )
3, Arkansas ( ) 15, Kentucky ( ) 27. New Hampshire ( )
4. California ( ) 16, Louisiana ( ) 28. New Jersey ( )
6, Colorado ( ) 17. Maine ( ) 29, New Mexico ( )
6. Connecticut ( ) 18, Maryland ( ) so. New York { )
7, Delaware ( ) 19, Massachusetts ( ) 31. N. Carolina ( )
8, Florida ( ) 20, Michigan ( ) 32. N, Dakota ( )
9, Georgia ( ) 21, Minnesota ( ) 33. Ohio ( )
10. Idaho ( ) 22, Mississippi ( ) 34. Oklahoma ( )
•i-i Illinois ( ) 23. Missouri ( ) 35. Oregon ( )
12. Indiana ( ) 24, Montana ( ) 36. Pennsylvania ( )
Adult Series
CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY—ADULT, FORM A
A PROFILE OF PERSONAL AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT














1. SF. ADJ. . . . . . 90
A. S.-rel ... 15
B. Per. Wth. . . . . . 15-
__ C. Per. Fdm. . . ... 15
- 'd. Beig ... 15 _
E. Wd. Td. ... . . . 15 .
(Freedom from)
F. Ne. S. ... ... 15
(Freedom from)
2. SOC. ADJ. . . . 90
A. Soc. Sn. ... . . . 15
6. Soc. Sk. ... . . . 15
C. A-s.Td. . . . . . . 15
(Freedom from)
D. Fm. Rel. ... 15 _
E. Oc. Rel. . . . . . . 15
F. Cm. Rel. . . . . . . 15
TOTAL ADJ. . . . . . 180
Per-
PERCENTILE
(Chart percentile rank here)
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
1 10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 90 99
n
1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
PERCENTILE
Copyright, 1942, by California Test Bureau
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INSTRUCTIONS
After each of the following questions, make
a circle around the YES or NO.
For example, if you have a dog at home
make a circle around YES. Do the other one
the same way.
A. Do you have a dog at home? YES NO
B. Can you drive an automobile? YES NO
On the next pages are more questions.
The answers are not right or wrong, but :
show what you usually think, how you usua}ly»
feel, or what you usually do about things.
Go right on from one page to another until
you have finished all of them.
—2—
SECTION 1 A SECTION 1 B
1. Is it easy for you to turn down
unreasonable requests? YES NO
2. Do you ordinarily give up your
plans when there is a good deal
of opposition? YES NO
3. Are you easily irritated when
people argue with you? YES NO
4. Is it hard for you to continue
with your work when it be¬
comes difficult? yes no
5. Is it easy for you to introduce
or be introduced to people? YES NO
6. Do you usually get upset when
things go wrong ? YES NO
7. Is it hard for you to go on
with your work if you are not
encouraged? YES NO
8. Do you usually do things that
are good for you even if you
do not like them? YES NO
9. Is it hard for you to admit it
when you are in the wrong? YES NO
10. Is it easier to do things that
your friends propose than to
make your own plans? YES NO
11. Do you feel uncomfortable when
you are alone with important
people? YES NO
12. When you have a real grievance,
do you usually see that it is
settled? yes no
13. Do you usually feel uneasy when
you are around people you do
not know? YES NO
14. Do you prefer security to a new
position which might pay more? YES NO
15. Does it discourage you when
people do not appreciate you? YES NO
— 3
16. Do people seem to show an un¬
usual interest in the things you
are doing? YES NO
17. Do you feel that you are not
very good at handling money? YES NO
18. Do you find it hard to get peo¬
ple to accept your ideas? YES NO
19. Do most of your friends have
confidence in your ability? YES NO
20. Are you often invited to social
affairs? YES NO
21. Do your superiors pay as much
attention to you as you de¬
serve? yes no
22. Are you considered mediocre
in many of the things you do? YES NO
23. Do people usually ask for your
judgment in important mat¬
ters? yes no
24. Do people usually depend upon
you for advice? YES NO
25. Do your friends seem to think
that you have made the suc¬
cess of which you are capable? YES NO
26. Do you feel as competent in
your work as you would like? YES NO
27. Even when you show good judg¬
ment, do you often fail to re¬
ceive proper credit? YES NO
28. Are you considered unusually
capable or courageous? YES NO
29. Do most of your friends go out
of their way to help you? YES NO
30. Do your friends seem to think
that you have outstanding per¬
sonality? yes no
Score Section 1 A.._. Score Section 1 B.
SECTION 1 C SECTION 1 D
31. Do you have enough time for
recreation.? YES NO
32. Do you have to do what other
people decide most of the time? YES NO
33. Do you have enough spending
money? YES NO
34. Do your responsibilities keep
you “tied down” too much? YES NO
35. Are you prevented from man¬
aging your own work or career
as you wish? YES NO
36. Do you feel that you have
enough liberty to do what you
like? YES NO
37. Are you free to associate with
your friends as much as you
like? YES NO
38. Do you feel that you can say
what you believe about things? YES NO
39. Are you at liberty to do about
as you please during your spare
time? YES NO
40. Does your family object to
some of your close friends? YES NO
41. Are you usually free to attend
the clubs or affairs that you
like? yes NO
42. Do you have the opportunity
to associate with your friends
as much as you like? YES NO
43. Are you often criticized for
things that do not amount to
much? yes NO
44. Does your family object because
you spend too much time with
outside friends? YES NO
45. Are you troubled by the fact
that economic conditions re¬
strict your freedom? YES NO
46. Do you feel that you are an im¬
portant member of some organi¬
zation? YES NO
47. Have you been invited to join
as many organizations as you
deserve? YES NO
48. Do you feel that your relatives
are as attractive and successful
as those of your friends? YES NO
49. Do your friends and acquaint¬
ances seem to have a better time
in their homes than you do? YES NO
50. Do you feel at ease in all the
groups you attend? YES NO
51. Are you regarded as being as
healthy and strong as most of
your friends? YES NO
52. Have you often wished that you
were a member of a different
family or group? YES NO
53. If you are a man, are you liked
by the women? If you are a
woman, do the men like you? YES NO
54. Have you found it difficult to
make as many friends as you
wish? yes no
55. Are you well enough liked so
that you feel secure socially? YES NO
56. Are you invited to groups In
which both men and women are
present? YES NO
57. Do you have enough friends to
make you feel happy? YES NO
58. Have you often felt that some
people were working against
you? yes no
59. Do your friends ask your ad¬
vice as often as they should? YES NO
60. Do you usually feel at ease
when both men and women are
present? YES NO
Score Section 1 C.
— 4—
Score Section 1 D.
SECTION 1 E SECTION 1 F
61. Are certain people so unrea¬
sonable that you hate them? YES NO
62. Do you find it more pleasant
to think about desired successes
than to work for them? YES NO
63. Do you find that many people
seem perfectly willing to take
advantage of you? YES NO
64. Do you have many financial
problems that cause you a great
deal of worry? YES NO
65. Do you find it hard to meet ,
people at social affairs? -. YES NO
66. Are your responsibilities and
problems often such that you
cannot help but get discour¬
aged? yes no
67. Do you often feel lonesome even
when you are with people? YES NO
68. Do you enjoy the quietness of
home more than outside groups
and friends? YES NO
69. Do you prefer to be alone rather
than to have close friendships
with many of the people around
you? yes no
70. Would you like to be a boy or
girl again? YES NO
71. Do you find it difficult to over¬
come the feeling that you are in¬
ferior to others in many re¬
spects? yes no
72. Do you generally go out of your
way to avoid meeting some¬
one you dislike? YES NO
73. Does it seem to you that young¬
er persons have an easier and
more enjoyable life than you
do? yes no
74. Are certain people so unreason¬
able that you dislike them in¬
tensely? yes no
75. Are conditions frequently so
bad that you find it hard to
keep from feeling depressed? YES NO
76. Are you likely to stutter when
you get worried or excited? YES NO
77. Do your muscles twitch some
of the time? YES NO
78. Are conditions under which you
live so bad that they frequent¬
ly make you nervous? YES NO
79. Do you feel inclined to tremble
when you are afraid? YES NO
80. Even though. you can conceal
■ it, do you frequently feel ir¬
ritable? YES NO
81. Do you suffer often from an¬
noying eye strain? YES NO
82. Is it hard for you to sit still? YES NO
83. Are you more restless than most
people? yes NO
84. Are you inclined to drum rest¬
lessly with your fingers on
tables, desks, and chairs? YES NO
85. Do people frequently speak so
indistinctly that you have to
ask them to repeat their ques¬
tions? yes no
86. Do you frequently find that you
have read several sentences
without realizing what they are
about? yes no
87. Do you find that you are tired
a great deal of the time? YES NO
88. Do you often have considerable
difficulty in going to sleep? YES NO
89. Are you frequently troubled by
serious worries? YES NO
90. Do you have difficulty thinking
clearly when you get worried or
excited? YES NO
Score Section 1 E.
— 5—
Score Section 1 F...
SECTION 2 A SECTION 2 B
91. Are the beliefs of some people
so absurd that one is justified
in denouncing these beliefs? YES NO
92. Is it all right to avoid responsi¬
bility or work if you are not re¬
quired to do it? yes no
93. Is it necessary to be friendly
to new neighbors? YES NO
94. If they look funny enough is it
all right to laugh at people who
are in trouble? YES NO
95. Should one be courteous to
people who are very disagree¬
able ? yes no
96. Is it always necessary to ex¬
press appreciation for help or
favors? yes NO
97. Are there times when it is justi¬
fiable to borrow other people’s
property without telling them? YES NO
98. Does finding an article give
people the right to keep or sell
it after a reasonable time has
elapsed? YES NO
99. Is it dishonest to fail to pay a
railroad or bus fare if the op¬
portunity presents itself? YES NO
100. Is it right to humiliate publicly
those who show disrespect for
other people? YES NO
101. Do people who persist in get¬
ting into trouble after proper
warning deserve sympathy? YES NO
102. Should a person be fair to dis¬
agreeable people? yes no
103. Should one always be more
respectful to people of greater
wealth? yes NO
104. Is it always necessary to return
an article that has been found? YES NO
105. Are people sometimes justified
in disobeying the law when it
appears to be unfair? YES NO
106. Do you find it easy to introduce
people to each other? YES NO
107. Is it hard for you to lead in en¬
livening a dull social affair? YES NO
108. Is it easy for you to talk with
people as soon as you meet
them? YES NO
109. Can you break away from a
social gathering easily? YES NO
110. Do you often assist in planning
social gatherings? YES NO
111. Do you usually remember the
names of people you meet? YES NO
112. Do you find it difficult to keep
from offending people occasion¬
ally? yes no
113. Do you frequently find it neces¬
sary to interrupt a conversa¬
tion? yes no
114. Do you habitually compliment
people when they do something
well? yes no
115. Do you attempt new games at
social affairs even when you
haven’t played them before? YES NO
116. Do you have many friends
rather than just a few? YES NO
117. Have you found that it does not
pay to be too dependable? YES NO
118. Do you sometimes break into
conversation without intending
to offend anyone? YES NO
119. Do you find it hard to help
others have a good time at social
gatherings? YES NO
120. Do you try to get better ac¬
quainted with people you do not
like? yes no
Score Section 2 A. Score Section 2 B.
SECTION 2 C SECTION 2 D
121. Are you justified in taking
things that are denied you by
unreasonable people? YES NO
122. Do you often have to stand up
for your rights? YES NO
123. Are you often forced to show
some temper in order to get
what is coming to you? YES NO
124. Do you feel that for the most
part one has to fight his way
through life? YES NO
125. Do you often have to insist that
your friends do things that they
don’t care to do? YES NO
126. Do you find it easy to get out
of trouble by telling “white
fibs”? yes no
127. Do you have to assert yourself
more than others in order to
get recognition? YES NO
128. Do you believe that society
would be better off if people
were permitted to behave more
nearly as they please? YES NO
129. Do you find that you can get
even with disagreeable people? YES NO
130. Are your friends and associates
often so unfair that you do not
respect them? YES NO
131. Do people often irritate you so
that you have to talk back to
them? yes no
132. Does someone at home disturb
you so much that you find it
necessary to “squelch” them? YES NO
133. Have you found that getting
even is better than “taking it”
too much of the time? YES NO
134. Do you sometimes think that it
serves people right when their
property is damaged? YES NO
135. Have you found that using a
little force helps convince stub¬
born people? yes NO
136. Is it your feeling that there are
some rather serious disadvan¬
tages to family life? YES NO
137. Do the members of your family
get along as well as you would
like? yes NO
138. Does your family seem to believe
that you are not thoughtful of
of them? yes NO
139. Are there things about niembers
of your family that annoy you? YES NO
140. Are things difficult for you be¬
cause your family is usually
short of money? YES NO
141. Are you troubled because mem¬
bers of your family differ from
you regarding beliefs and stand¬
ards? yes no
142. Are you troubled because some
members of your family do not
get along well together? YES NO
143. Do members of your family have
as good times together as you
wish? yes no
144. Do you like the members of
your family about equally? YES NO
145. Does your family appear to
think that you are as success¬
ful as you might be? YES NO
146. Do you have better times some¬
where else than where you live? YES NO
147. Do some of the members of
your family usually fail to re¬
turn favors? yes NO
148. Do friends respect your rights
better than members of your
family do? YES NO
149. Are some members of your
family too extravagant? YES NO
150. Do you avoid inviting people
to your home because it is not
as attractive as it should be? YES NO
Score Section 2 C.
— 7—
Score Section 2 D.
SECTION 2 E SECTION 2 F •(
(Consider work to mean miscellaneous duties and House¬
hold work, as well as regular employment K not employed
at present, give your opinion on each question.)
151. Do you worry a lot about your
daily work.!*
152. Do you feel that most employers
keep in mind the welfare of their
workers.?
153. Would you be much happier if
you had more freedom in your
work.?
154. Would you much rather do
some other kind of work than
you are now doing?
155. Are you doing the kind of work
you like best?
156. Would you be happier if people
appreciated your work more?
157. Do you feel that many employ¬
ers are unfair in their methods
of making promotions?
158. Is it your belief that it is often
difficult to gain promotions on
the basis of merit?
159. Do you find it easy to approach
employers in seeking a different
position?
160. Do you feel that others could
make your work easier if they
cared to do so?
161. Would you rather work alone
than with others?
162. Do you find that many people
are too critical of the work of
others?
163. Do those with whom you work
sometimes seem unreasonable
in their dealings with you?
164. Do you sometimes wonder
whether people approve of your
work?
165. Do you have too small a share

















166. Have you found that most com¬
munity social welfare activities
are necessary? YES NO
167. Are you usually in favor of re¬
ducing all public expenses? YES NO
168. Do you feel that many fine
families live in your neighbor¬
hood? yes no
169. Are there many people in your
community who are unpopular? YES
170. Do you often discuss commun¬
ity problems with people in your
neighborhood? YES
171. Would you welcome most of
your neighbors into your home
as friends and associates? YES
172. Do you think your neighbor¬
hood would be better if more
people minded their own busi¬
ness? yes
173. Does your community do as
much for its people as you think
it should? ' yes
174. Do most of the people in your
community agree with you in
political matters?
175. Do you feel that most of your
local public officials are honest
and efficient?
176. Are political issues so involved
that you frequently do not vote? YES
177. Do you feel that most women’s
and men’s clubs are of doubtful
value to their communities? YES
178. Is there too much neighborhood
gossip in your community? YES
179. Do you endeavor to meet new
people in your community? YES
180. Do you feel that many local


















Score Section 2 E.
— 8—
Score Section 2 F.
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c 10 d 7 e not give]
4 How many eggs are 3 eggs and 1 egg? 5 4
d 5 e not givei
6 Joe had 5 cents. He spent 4 cents. How many ’
cents did he have left? ®{ i ?3 /notgivei
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2 TEST 1. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION Stanf. Inter. Arittr.: Form Eir
DIRECTIONS. Find the right answer to each example among the 'five answers shown at the right Make a
mark on your answer sheet in the space that has the same letter as your choice. Look carefully at each^
example to see what it tells you to do. Do your figuring on a separate sheet of paper.
Study the first two examples, which are samples, and are marked correctly. Then answer the other




















2 / 2 fl- 5
j not givenh 3 i 4
a 5 b 8
c 2 d 6 e not given
/ 17 11









2)1 6 2 409 1 86 5 5 a 81 e not given2 94 2 c 84 d 160
6 / 618 g 818ft 208 i 407 j not giveni
a 280 6 17484
c 292 d 92 e not given
8 / 7 a 3
,







2^ro II 8 935 4309
64 1 46 6217 9 a 28 6 12
e not given93 2582
1965
c 7 d 16
35 10 / 201 g 199 j not givenA 100 1 200
11
o 789 b 799
c 779 d 889 e not given








7096 57 638681 8)7 2 2 4 ' 13 a 49674 & 49672
e not giver7 1 39 319493 c 50372 d 49772
'2 4 8 14 / 821 832
3 not givei387 ft 831 i 841
15
a 958174 b 329188
c 219188 d 319188 e not givei
'










d $5.76 e not give
9)$4 8.2 4 263 2 2)8 8 8)4 8 3
18 / 156800 fl 15786 0 0 ft 15780 i 157800 i not give
19
0 44 6 4
c 88 d 40 e not giv(
20 /61 fl 604ft60 t 603 3 not giv(
Go right on to Example 21 on the next page.
St«>l Inter Arith: Form Em ^EST 1. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION {Cotifd)
21



























HL Subtract9li Subtract4 3 7 9.3 8 4 68 3 0.6 0 4 9 ^ AddO 2.£x
33 ^
Add
6 8 3.4 9 2
1.674
9 3.1 8 6






















«30-|- d 3040 e not givei
90 / 72286 g 74413^ h 74313 t 9693 j not givei
as®!" 3c -gSj- d ^ e not givei





d 203 e not givei
/ 85320 g 8532
h 46 t 586 j not given
0 $260.92 b $25992
e $2599.20 d $259.92 e not given
/
9 1' ft 2 1'‘■BT
9
* 1-|- i not given
29 1.^ e not given
30 ■•tV »17-|- i not given
a 3548.7797 5 3548.6797
31
c 3438.7797 d 3548.7807 e not given
3i^
32 ffioi j not given
02530 5 256
“ c253 <i205g^enot given
/ 1751.389 17 1751.299
^ A 1751389 i 1651,389 i not given
OE ® 2-5^ 58^ir®
c3-^ ** d-j^e not given
„ Jm
„ g59






d36 e not given
/ 1894 g 18.94
h 189400 i 189.400 j not given
6 20
®
c 4 d3l e not given
A4| i 4^ j not given
Go right on to Example 41 on the next page.
4 TEST 1. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATION (Cont’d) Stanf. Inter. Arith.: Form
41 42 43








1 4)2 5 2 0 1
46


















9 ft. 8 in.
1 1 ft. 5 in.




9 min. 2 0 sec.
7 min. 4 0 sec.
56























a 9 6 .09
e .9 d .009 e not given
/629 ff611
A 62^ i620g^ inotgiTen
0 74- 6 34-
c 4^ d 3-^ e not given
/ 56 ff 16




c18 <^18-^ c not given
^ It ^ e*
fc 12 ’ ^ t 44 j not given
a40| , 6391c404 e not given
/i4 , ,®
*4 j not given
a 344 5 3t4
c2-f4 d2| e not given
/ .0504 fif .504
6 .00504 t 504
4^
j not givei)
0 5616 6 6430444
c566 d 56544-1 ®*^®6siTen
^ It 1 ^ T^ 7 0
‘lT¥r 3 not gives
a 24 ft. 8 in. 6 25 ft. 6 in.
c 25 ft. 10 in. d 26 ft. 0 in. e not gives
/ .08 g 8.0
h .8 i .008 j not gives
a 17min. 0sec. 6 16min. OOsec.
c 1 min. 40 sec. d 2min. 40 sec. e not givez
4
/ .05 500
h .5 t 50 j not giver
o 6-7^ 6 5-s^
e not givez
f 17.5 g 1.75
h .175 i 175 j not givei
Go right on to Example 59 on the next page. i




69 What river is about 1^ times as long as






d Yangtze e not givez
500 lOOO 1500 2000 250050003500
MiUs
Fio. 1
69 Howmany degrees did the temperature
rise from 7 a.m to 4 P.M., according to
Figure 2? 60 / 20h 2
g f6
*18 j not givez
61 What is the area in square yards of one




d 90 e not gtvez
69 What is the volume of the room shown
in Figure 4 in cubic feet? 62 / 1934h 1944 g 39i 146 j notglTez
End of Test 1. Ix>ok over your work.
6 TEST 2. ARITHMETIC REASONING Stanf. Imxta. Arith.: Foim i;
DIRECTIONS. Find the answers to these problems as quickly as you can. Note the letter of th^e right answe
and mark the space under this letter on the answer sheet. Study the samples and answer the othe
problems in the same way.
SAMPLES.
* How many eggs are 3 eggs and 1 egg?
® Joe had 5 cents. He spent 4 cents. How many cents did he have left?
1 Mary paid 7 cents for paper and 8 cents for paste. How many cents in
all did she pay for these two things?
2 Jim caught 9 fish, Ray caught 8 fish, and Joe caught 7 fish. How many
fish did they catch all together?8George has 16 jacks dnd Roy has 9 jacks. George has how many more
jacks than Roy?
* Ellen bought some firuit. She paid the clerk 1 penny, 1 dime, and 1
nickel. How many cents did the fimit cost?
® Dick has 7 marbles. Fred has three times asmany. Howmanymarbles
has Fred?
* Mother paid 61 dollars for a radio and 94 dollars for a rug. The radio
cost how many dollars less than the rug?
7 Yesterday I had 124 stamps. Today I bought 21 stamps and my uncle
gave me 108 more. How many stamps do I have now?
® A cowboy separated the 168 cows in a herd into two equal groups. How
many cows did he put in each group?
9 There are 8 rows of cherry trees in an orchard. Each row has 23 trees.
How many cherry trees are there in the 8 rows?
10 Bill had a board 18 inches long. He cut off a piece 1 foot long. How
many inches long was the remaining piece?
11 Lake City has 1125 persons. Centerville has 918 persons and Newton
has 1516 persons. How many persons are there in Lake City and Newton
together?
12 After Henry Hart subtracted $3.50 from his week’s wages to pay his
rent, he had $14.50 left. How much were his week’s wages?
13 Eight mothers agreed to share the cost of a Halloween party equally.
The total cost was $5.36. How many cents was each mother’s share?




d 5 e not give]
/ 9 g 4
h 1 i 3 3 not give]
Answers
a 16 b 14
e 56 d 15. e not givei
f 26 g 25
h 24 f 23 j not givez
a 25 b 7
e not givene 9 d 6
/ 20 g 25
h 17 { 16 j not given
a 21 b 35
e 24 d 10 e not given
/ 27 g 34
h 155 t 23 } not given
a 325 5 254
c 353 d 253 e not given
/ 81 g 134
h 84 t 336 j not given
0 174 b 184
e 31 d 324 e not given
<
/ 6 g 17
h 2 i 4 j not given'
0 2651 b 1641 %
e 2043 d 2641 e not given
i
/ $11.00 g $12.00
h $18.00 i $28.00 3 not given
4
a 61 6 67




Stanf. Inter. Arith.: Form Fm TEST 2. ARITHMETIC REASONING (Cont’d) 7
14 Mr, Thomas drove 333 miles in 9 hours. How many miles an'hoinr
did he average?
Answers
/ 63 ff 34
37 i 35| J not given
16 Last year there were 1269 pupils in our school. This year there are
1345. What is the difference in themunber ofpupils for the two years ?
“ Vi & 2614d 96 e not given
16 A salesman was out of town 217 days one year. To figure out how
many weeks he was out of town, he found ^ of 217. How many weeks
should he have found as his answer?
« h% g 31t 71
♦-
J not given
i"^ When oranges are 2 for 5^, how many can be bought for 500?
100
. ' c 10
6 20
d 30 e not given
18 Betty bought 3 balls of white yam and 1 bedl of green yam. The
white yam cost 250 a baU, and the green cost 340 a ball. How much
did the 4 balls cost?
“ ft $1.09
g $.63
i $1.19 J not given





d $48 e not given
20 School starts at 9 : 30 a.m. and lets out at 12 : 00 noon. How many
hours does school last in the morning?
g 3
i 2 J not given
21 You know how much a man is paid per hour. You know how many
horns he worked in a week. To find his earnings for the week, would




d multiply e not given
22 Mrs. Martin bought 2|- yd, of white cloth, yd. of red cloth, and
si' yd. of blue cloth for flags. How many yards in all of the three
kinds of cloth did she buy?
^ fclOi- *9^ j not given
23 The Nature Club voted to buy bird glasses costing $15, The club
has $11.40 in cash. If the 9 members of the club share the rest of the
cost equally, what wiQ be each member’s share?
c $4.00
b $.40
d $3.60 e not given
24 Bill jumped 4f ft. and Sam jumped ft. How many feet farther
did Sam jiunp than BiU?
32^ 1 1i 1 j not given
25 Mrs. Rogers bought Si yd. of lace at 200 per yd. How much did




d $.70 e not given
26 Twenty minutes are what fraction of an hour, in simplest form? 26 ^ i f, 5ft yy i' . 1» T j not given
Go right on to the next page.
8 TEST 2. ARITHMETIC REASONING {Conrd) Stanl. Inter. Arith.: Fonn £ii
27 The weights of the 5 boys on a basketball team are: 110 lb., 98 lb.,







d 552 e not given '
28 At the rate of 7^ miles in 15 mimites, how many miles will a train go in
an hour?
28 /30 g2A 45 < 112-^ i not given
28 What is the volume in cubic feet of a water tank 3' X 5' X 10'?30The scale on a floor plan reads: 1" = 16'. The length of a room is shown
by a line l^- in. long. What is to be the actual length of the room in feet?31Dave had saved $5.45. He and his three brothers earned $3.00 more,
which they shared equally. How much money did Dave have then?
32 Jimmy had a board 3^ feet long. Before sawing it he marked off lines
of a foot apart. How many pieces did he have after sawing?
33 A motorist drove 25 miles, or ^ of his journey, the first hour. How
many miles was he planning to drive?
/
34 Joe slept from 9:45 P.M. to 7:30 a.m. How many hom^ did he sleep?36Of a 640-acre farm, about .125 is waste land. About how many acres
are waste land?
36 A side of a bam is 15' X 30'. Only a rectangular section 6' X 10' has
been painted. How many square feet are yet to be painted?
37 Mary is 12 years old and her father is 48. Compare Mary’s age with
that of her father as a decimal fraction.38'The area of a 10-ft. square is 'how many square feet greater than the
area of a square containing 10 square feet?
38 A plasterer had worked 10 hours on a job. He estimated that .66f of


























i 13 j not given
0225 6200




















t 90 3 not given
on 630^ *
c 15 d 33-y e not r^ven
40 Tom divided 16 by 33. What answer should he have found, correct to
the nearest hundredth ?
g .48
i 2.80 } not given
IEnd of Test 2. Look over your work.
Score HOW I TEACH






NAME Sex Date 195.—
Local Address Tel Age
No. of years of teaching experience Single — Married — Widowed No. children
Horae Address
Grades or subjects which you teach
Grades or subjects which you would like to teach
No. years training beyond H- S. Degrees Major
Years in which your training was taken
Dates of any subsequent training :.
Give the approximate number of „ ^ hours you have taken in the following courses:
□ semester
PSyCHOLOGY Education
General Principles of Teaching
Educational Principles of Secondary Education
Child Junior High School
Adolescent Guidance
Abnormal Extracurricular Activities
Clinical Tests and Measurements
Mental Hygiene High School Administration
Social Curriculum
Individual Differences Supervision
List The Last Five Teaching Positions You Have Held
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS
If machine scoring is to be used, the spaces between the parallel dotted
lines must be thoroughly blackened by means of a special pencil. The
emphasis is on thoroughly blackening.
If the scoring is to be done by hand, the blackening can be done with
an ordinary pencil.
The items in “How I Teach” are designed to allow the applicant or
teacher to record what he thinks of certain teaching practices, what his
opinions are concerning some specific phases of personality development,
and what his judgment is on various questions in the field of child and
adolescent behavior and training.
Keep in mind that in every one of the items a general situation is
described, and one is therefore not to think in terms of individual cases.
There is a choice of five answers for each item. There is no time limit
but work fairly rapidly.
Note: Child, children, and pupil are used interchangeably to apply
to all ages through elementary and high school.
PART I
DmBCTlONS: Part I questions beginning at the top of the
next page are made up of a group of practices all of
which are actually being used by different teachers. In
each case some action in regard to the situation is indi¬
cated. Please check this action in terms of what your
own practice is (or would be) in dealing with this
problem or situation. Please respond to every item.
Indicate your response by blackening the space between
the parallel lines under the number at the side which
best describes your evaluation of the practice. For
instance, if you judge the practice to be “probably
good,” you would blacken the space between the parallel
lines under the number 4. If you had thought it of
“doubtful value,” you would have blackened the space
between the lines under 3. Example
Use This Scale : 1-Decidedly harmful 2-Probably harm- 1234
ful B-Doubtful value ^-Probably good b-Decidedly good i i i i i i |
Copyright, 1942, Purdue Research Foundation
PABT I Form A No.
1. th. popib .IplulKacdl; b J I*. I*. „ Mbg'. child tl»t tb». u no good > • • •th.clM«oom. " !• » » »
„i«,. for hi. dbiadng to ,c~l _!Z M il ii W H
2. Requiring on additional assignment * 24. Trying to get the pupil to confess to S j*,
from a pupil who misbehaTcs in class. '' * * ' ‘ ’ '' something you Imow he has done. ! ■ ■ ■ ^" ■ *
1SS4 S IStSI
8. Referring the pupil who steals to the !i jl Ij jj jj 25. Displaying a boy’s poor writing to get I I jj !j jj i|
police or sheriff. , — him to write better.
4. Allowing the classroom to resemble i i t 4 s * friendly attitude toward the i s t 4 s
a work shop 11 j I I j j j j | truant | j j j | j j | j j
«. K«pnig.tnd3-hdI..l»olut«lyqmel. || ii ii ii „d nudbg him .top whet he b dobg. ii ii H i! ii
«. Omnnentog th. high ^ol pr^a i*i S A jl i‘i 28. Wnming. boj thet he i. foUowbgb ft. ‘i fi i'i !* I*for not hemg mtermted m heemg fooUlcp. of M older ddinquent brother. ' ’ " "
7. Warning a child that he is day- i i t 4 f pupil< that smoking u an ^ i i 4 i
dreaming too much ; Ij jj jj jj jj immoral habit. jj jj jj jj jj
8. Adapting the content of the course A .* .* .* *. 88. Haring a separate room for sJl dis- S *, *.
to the pupil’s mental ability. ... * * * * * * " * * • ciplinary coses. ^ * I * I! •’! !!
9. Threatening to punish the pupil who jj jj jj jj jj PART H
t»ll« ijfg ' DancTioKs: Below are a number of statements about
which teachers are known to have different opinions.
Please indicate your opinion of each statement.
UsK Thu Scau: 1-Strongly dUagree £-Di$agree
S-Undecided If-Agree 5-Strongly agr$»
81. The best education for children of low
intelligence is a little less of the same- }■, *
kind of education planned for the more ii ii
intelligent.
10. Requiring a very shy girl to take a ^ | ^ 4 |
shower with otW girls. jj jj jj jj jj
11. Telling the child who worries exces-
sirely just to forget it and every- 1 1 1 4 f
thing will be all right. jj Ij jj jj jj
4 •
11 ii
12. Requiring pupils to follow explicitly
the instructions for classroom work.
18. Curbing the “show-off” by calling the
attention of others to his actions.
14. Expecting a pupil to be able to give
adequate reasons for his undesirable
behavior. ....
issues with the pupil who is very
stubborn.
16. Emphazing what a child cannot do
rather than what he can do. ...
17. Encouraging all children to aim at
the highest academic goals.
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When a child spends all his time with
one other child and will have little or
nothing to do with any others, the
teacher should break up that frieidship.
When the sole purpose of discipline is to
make the child suffer, he is justified in his







84. A good way to punish an offender is to
allow others to make fun of him.
86. When a method of handling a pupil fails,













86. If much practice is given, sixth grade
children of low intelligence con be
brought up to the level of their bright






I { 4 1SI St
19. Shaming the child who bites his nails.
B
::
20. Insisting on perfect order in desks




87. Probably more teachers fail because of
inability to direct behavior of children






21. Keeping the pupil guessing as to





38. Children outgrow their early emotional








22. Warning the pupils before starting
on on excursion that there will not be
another one if they misbehave.
S I 4 B
ii ii II il
A teacher should keep in mind that
pupils have to be forced to think.








a » « B
Ii ii il II
41. All of a child’a beharior it. at much the
responiibilitj of the achool at it his
knowledge of English grammar.
42. The teacher should plan playground
activity in detad to insure its- being
worth-while
43. Some pupils are j\ut naturally stubborn.
44. Most high school pupils are too young
to make vocational plans for themselves.
46. Unacceptable sexual behavior is more
often a sign rather' than a cause of
maladjustment.
46. Homogenous grouping handicaps the
slower pupil.
47. It is better for a girl to be shy and timid
than “boy crasy.”
48. Repeating grades is one of the most
desirable ways of solving the problems of
the mentally deficient pupil.
49. The boastful child is usually compensat¬
ing for feelings of inferiority. ....
60. Lying can be detected by the evasive eye
of a guilty suspect
61. Giving a pupil low grades may satisfy
his need for attention rather than stimu¬
late him to do better work,
62. Inattention, carelessness, and disorder
are more serious than is the behavior of
the child who refuses to talk or play
with the other children.
68. The primary purpose of tests and exami¬
nations should be to provide a basis for
giving grades
64. Dull boys are naturally better athletes
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66. The more closely the teacher directs i i | 4 §
study, the more effective it is i i II 11 11 11
66. The first signs of delinquency in a pupil • * *
should be received by a tightening of ’* “ ** ! 1 !!
discipline and more restrictions.
67. The newer methods of education tend fo 1 t s 4 e
standardize children’s behavior II 11 11 11 11
68. Stealing and lying are much more impor¬
tant as indications of serious maladjust¬
ment than are extreme shyness and fear-
fulness *'
69. Over self-confidence may be an attempt
to cover up a real feeling of inferiority.
60. The least liked teachers are those who
see the children’s weaknesses clearly,
i 4 rr Er< ’
1 S t 4 B
;i !i !i I! ::
i! !i ii ;!
1 1 t 4 fi
PART in
Dixxctions : For this group of, items, please blacken
between the lines that represent what you think of a
statement. Express your opinion on all items.
Usi This ScAni:: 1-Undoubtedly false ^-Probably false
















61. Own children often truly believe
they are adopted. ♦
62. A below average rating on an in¬
telligence test reveals the caiue for
any queer or undesirable behavior. *
63. Children should have more super¬
vision and discipline than they •
usually get.
64. As a rule rapid learners are quick s
forgetters.
65. The same child may be quite hon¬
est in one situation and dishonest 4
in another similar situation.
66. An activity to he educationally
valuable should train reasoning s
and memory in general.
67. Criticism of children by teachers is *
more effective for obtaining desired
behavior than criticism of children
by others of their own age. ^
68. The foundations of delinquency
are usually laid before adolescense. ^
69. It is easier to teach children to
think than it is to teach them to
memorize. %
70. Recent developments in education
have made it possible to speed up
the rate of development of most of *
the high-grade feeble-minded.
71. As a rule boys play by themselves
and girls by themselves during the
pre-adolescent years.
72. Learning emotional control uses«
the same principles of learning as
does learning to read.
73. A pupil’s previous record is the*
best single index to use in pre¬
dicting what grades he will make.
4
74. The sooner a child has all the chil¬
dren’s diseases such as measles an ’
scarlet fever, the better off he i- 4
75. The adolescent likes to feel that he
is different from others of the
same age. X «
